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Ukraine, Russia sign pact 
as equal, sovereign states 

KlEv - Leaders of the Ukrainian 
and Russian republics on November 19 
signed a 10-year bilateral agreement 
covering political, economic, cultural 
and other issues. 

The chairmen of the Ukrainian and 
Russian Parliaments, respectively, 
Leonid Kravchuk and Boris Yeltsin, 
emphasized that the pact was an agree– 
ment between two sovereign and equal 
states. 

Radio Liberty noted that the docu– 
ment pointedly omits any reference to a 
union treaty or the USSR Constitu– 
tions. 

The two presidents also issued a joint 
statement demanding that the sove– 
reignty of the two republics be con– 
sistently respected by the USSR Su– 
preme Soviet, reported Roman Sol– 
chanyk, апь RL researcher. 

Mr. Yeltsin arrived in the Ukrainian 
capital city on November 18. He was 
greeted at Borispil Airport by repre– 

sentatives of the Ukrainian government 
as well as of the democratic opposition 
in Parliament, the National Council. 
Some 1,000 persons also were on hand, 
carrying Ukrainian national flags and 
banners proclaiming brotherhood be– 
tween the two sovereign states of 
Ukraine and Russia. 

The next day, Mr. Yeltsin and his 
entourage arrived at the Supreme 
Soviet building, where a meeting was 
held between parliamentary delegations 
of the two republics. 

At that time, approximately 150 
persons picketed outside the Parliament 
building, calling for friendship between 
the two nations as well as the release of 
Ukrainian People's Deputy Stepan Kh– 
mara, arrested just a few days earlier, 
apparently for assaulting an officer of 
the Ministry of internal Affairs forces. 
(See story on page 1.) 

Once negotiations between the two 
(Continued on page 14) 

Baltic states protest CSCE exclusion 
NEW YORK - The foreign mini– 

sters of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia 
protested their exclusion from the 34-
nation summit meeting in Paris on 
November 21, declaring that the new 
world order would not be complete 
until the Soviet Union ceases its illegal 
occupation of the three Baltic states, 

U.S., Canada 
name consuls 

to Kiev 
KlEv - Ambassador Jack Mat-

lock, U.S. envoy to the Soviet 
Union, and Leonid Kravchuk, 
chairman of the Ukrainian SSR 
Supreme Soviet, met in the Ukrai– 
nian capital on November 19. 

The focus of their discussion, 
according to the Respublika news 
service and the Ukrainian Press 
Agency, was the opening of a U.S. 
Consulate in Kiev. 

Later that day, at the press center 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Ambassador Matlock noted that the 
consulate is expected to be opened in 
several weeks and that its opening is 
being delayed only by problems of a 
technical nature. 

Mr. Matlock also reported that the 
U.S. consul will be John Stepan– 
chuk, a Ukrainian American. 

A day earlier, it was announced in 
Toronto that Canada's consul-gene– 
ral to Ukraine will be a Ukrainian 
Canadian, Nestor Gayowsky. 

Khmara declares hunger strike 
Public rallies 
around deputy 

КІЕУ— Five Kiev residents were 
arrested between November 15 and 
21 in connection with the case of 
Ukrainian People's Deputy Stepan 
Khmara, who began a new hunger 
strike in prison protesting his arrest for 
a November 7 incident involving an 
officer of the interior Ministry forces, 
reported the juridical department of the 
Popular Movement of Ukraine, Rukh. 

The five eyewitnesses to the incident, 
Mykola Holovach, Leonid Berezansky, 
Mykhailo Ratushny, Oleksiy Kovalchuk 
and Oleh Batovkin, have been charged 
with robbing Col. ihor Hryhoriev of the 
MvD of his personal belongings and 
of serving as criminal accomplices 
under Articles 141 and 19, respectively, 
of the Ukrainian SSR Criminal Code. 

The accused reportedly disarmed Col. 
Hryhoriev in a pedestrian underpass on 
Kiev's Khreshchatyk after a woman who 
accused him of assaulting her ap– 
proached Mr. Khmara for help. 

Mr. Khmara, a leader of the radical 

faction of the democratic National 
Council in Ukraine's Parliament, was 
stripped of his parliamentary immunity 
by the Communist majority on 
November 14, which cleared the way for 
his November 17 arrest. The former 
dentist from Chervonohrad in Lviv 
Oblast has been charged with abusing 
the authority of his office under Article 
166 of the Ukrainian SSR Criminal 
Code. 

Mr. Khmara renewed a hunger strike 
in Lukianivka Prison on November 26, 
which he had begun along with several 
other deputies when he lost his im– 
munity. According to his attorneys 
from Rukh, Yuriy Ayvazian and viktor 
Nikazakov, Mr. Khmara's demands 
are: 

^ the resignation of Mykhailo 
Potebenko, the procurator of the U– 
krainian SSR; 

^ the release of all arrested witnesses; 
^ the filing of criminal charges against 

Col. Hryhoriev of the MvD for 
instigating this "provocation"; 

^ his release and compensation for 
the physical and тогаГ abuse, by Col. 

(Continued on page 4) 

reported the New York-based Lithua– 
nian information Center. 

"World War 11 has not ended for the 
Baltic states," said Latvian Foreign 
Minister Janis Jurkans, adding that he 
hoped the West would help the Soviet 
Union realize that the restoration of 
Baltic independence was inevitable. 

At a press conference organized by 
iceland and Denmark, the foreign 
ministers of Estonia, Latvia and Lithua– 
nia thanked the countries who have 
called on the Conference on Security 
and Cooperation in Europe to grant 
observer status to the Baltic republics, a 
proposal that has so far been vetoed by 
Moscow. 

Following the opening ceremony, the 
Baltic ministers were banned from even 
sitting in the conference hall because all 
CSCE decisions are based on consen– 
sus, and the Soviets objected to their 
presence. From Lithuania, President 
vytautus Landsbergis expressed his 
disappointment over the move, stating 
that the CSCE member-status buckled 
to Soviet pressure. 

Foreign Ministers Lennart Meri of 
Estonia, Algirdas Saudargas of Lithua– 
nia and Janis Jurkans of Latvia were 
invited to the summit as "distinguished 
guests" of the French government. 

in a statement issued from Paris, the 
Lithuanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
appealed to the CSCE member-states to 
support the Baltic "quest for full mem– 
bership." 

iceland, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, 
the Holy See, Poland, Czechoslovakia 
and Great Britain all voiced their 
support for the Baltic states at the Paris 
meeting. 

Canadian attorney in Kiev as 
observer for Amnesty international 

TORONTO - Toronto lawyer ihor 
Bardyn left for Kiev, the Ukrainian 
capital, on November 24 to obtain first-
hand information regarding the arrest 
of Stepan Khmara, a member of the 
Ukrainian Parliament, reported the 
Canadian Friends of Rukh, based here. 

Mr. Bardyn, a member of the inter-
national Commission of Jurists and 
Canadian institute of international 
Affairs, will be providing a report to 
Amnesty international Canada and АІ 
headquarters in London. 

Mr. Khmara was arrested on Novem– 
ber 17 by the militia on the grounds of 
the Parliament building in Kiev. Several 
members of Parliament witnessed the 
arrest and have formed a Parliamentary 
Defense Committee. 

The Ukrainian SSR Supreme Soviet 
voted on November 14 to take away Mr. 
Khmara's parliamentary immunity, 
apparently to make his arrest possible in 
relation to a November 7 incident 
involving an officer of the interior 
Ministry forces. 

Roger. Clark of Amnesty interna– 
tional's Ottawa office said: "We look 
forward to obtaining a report from Mr. 
Bardyn as part of our investigation of 
this case." 

in a' brief report faxed to Canada 
from Kiev, Mr. Bardyn said he had met 
with a chief investigator in the Khmara 
case, Anatoliy Belik, head of theinvesti– 
gative unit of the Ukrainian SSR's 

Procuracy on November 26. 
in his report Mr. Bardyn also noted 

that he had met with volodymyr Shev– 
chenko, procurator of the City of Kiev, 
whose office reportedly issued the order 
for Mr. Khmara's arrest. Mr. Bardyn 
requested in writing for permission to 
see Mr. Khmara in prison and for a 
meeting with Mykhailo Potebenko, 
procurator of the Ukrainian SSR. 

No information was available at press 
time on the outcome of Mr. Bardyn's 
request. 

Ukrainian Canadian Congress Presi– 
dent Dr. Dmytro Cipiwnyk has written 
to Joe Clark, Canada's minister for 
external affairs, urging the Canadian 
government to closely monitor Mr. 
Khmara's case. 

Erast Huculak, president of the 
Canadian Friends of Rukh, stated upon 
learning of Mr. Khmara's arrest, "U– 
kraine is a signatory of the international 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
and we hope that, in Khmara's case, the 
spirit of the covenant is followed." 

Mr. Bardyn's report will also be 
forwarded to the Permanent Mission of 
the Ukrainian SSR to the United 
Nations in New York. 

As chairman of the Ukrainian Cana– 
dian Congress Redress Commission, 
Mr. Bardyn initiated negotiations with 
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney con– 
cerning the internment of Ukrainians 
during World War 1. 
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A GLIMPSE OF SOVIET REALITY 

Coupons aimed at protecting 
consumer market in Ukraine 

Newsbriefs 
from Ukraine 

by Dr. David Marples 

The introduction of "consumer book-
lets" containing coupons took effect on 
November 1 in Ukraine, and has al– 
ready elicited much debate. There was a 
consensus that some sort of measure 
was required urgently to deal with the 
empty shelves in the stores, alleged 
speculation and even control over the 
consumer market by "dark black mar– 
ket forces." 

However, there has been no shortage 
of criticism for the accepted govern– 
ment decree, which appears to have 
been introduced hastily and without 
much discussion. Several prominent 
members of the Ukrainian Parliament 
have complained that although this 
decree will affect the lives of millions of 
people, the time allotted for discussion 
of it in Parliament was minimal. 

As a result, there are both calls and 
actions supporting its delay or repeal. 
Moreover, there are doubts whether the 
decree will adversely affect the living 
standards of those it is supposed to 
protect, that is, the poorer stratum of 
the population. 

And finally, there seem to be some 
extraordinary omissions from the de– 
cree's contents, not least the question of 
how those whose current salaries are 
received from outside the republic 
(from Moscow, for example) are to 
obtain coupons. 

The actual authorship of the decree of 
October 22, which approved the intro– 
duction of consumer cards, is unclear. 
Among a number of economists and 
lawyers involved in its elaboration, 
however, were v.P. Fokin, chairman of 
the Ukrainian State Committee on 
Economics, and the acting premier in 
place of the disgraced vitaliy Masol, 
О.І. Sliepichev, the Ukrainian minister 
of trade, and D.H. Nedashkovsky, 
chairman of the Ukrainian State Com– 
mittee on Prices. On October 29, a press 
conference was held in Kiev, which 
attempted to explain the measure. 

it should also be borne in mind that 
the acceptance and discussion of the 
decree were overshadowed by other 
important events in Kiev, such as the 
second congress of the Popular Move– 
ment of Ukraine (Rukh), and a confron– 
tation between adherents of the Ukrai– 
nian Autocephalous Orthodox Church 
and the Moscow-affiliated Ukrainian 
Orthodox Church in the streets of Kiev. 
The comments at the press conference, 
and those of Mr. Fokin to a major 
newspaper were almost identical and 
probably rehearsed. 

The decree "Concerning the protec– 
tion of the consumer market in the 
Ukrainian SSR" was acknowledged to 
be unpopular, but compelled by diffi– 
cult circumstances. An economic crisis 
in Ukraine clearly exists. The shelves of 
stores have emptied "before our eyes." 
At the same time, while the output of 
consumer goods is below the.antici– 
pated plan, it has nonetheless begun to 
increase; and the 1990 harvest has seen a 
significant output improvement. 

The problem therefore reportedly lies 
in the unbalanced consumer market. 
The wages of a certain sector of the 
Ukrainian population have risen much 
faster than the output of consumer 
goods (in the USSR the annual rise is 
around 14 percent, as compared to 7 
percent for the latter). As the demand 
for goods has arisen, speculators have 
made profits and many of the goods 

produced have been exported outside 
the Ukrainian and even the Soviet 
border. 

Matters have been exacerbated also 
by rumors about price rises to be 
introduced by the union government. 
Efforts to resolve this situation by 
demanding passports or coupons at 
retail outlets have to date been ineffec– 
tive. 

According to Mr. Fokin, the long-
term solution may be the introduction 
of a new Ukrainian currency, but this 
measure can hardly be taken overnight. 
Thus what is required is a fast-acting 
resolute measure to protect the con– 
sumer market. From November 1, food 
and non-food products, and goods of 
technical importance can only be pur-
chased in stores through consumer 
cards that contain coupons (worth 
different ruble values). Payment is 
made in coupons, plus a like amount in 
rubles. 

These coupons are of various colors, 
and each month the color is to be 
changed. Each card will bear the sur– 
name of the holder, affixed by a stamp. 
Expensive goods, such as jewelry and 
automobiles, carpets and all goods 
worth more than 1,500 rubles are to be 
purchased through savings bank drafts, 
but can only be bought by residents of 
Ukraine who hold consumer cards. 

Certain goods are exempt from the 
system: goods sold at bookstores, press 
kiosks, and pharmacies, building mate-
rials for village constructions, fuel 
services, public transport, flowers, 
souvenirs, arid any purchase that is 
under 20 kopecks. 

The consumer cards have been issued 
to all "working citizens," pensioners, 
invalids, students and pupils, and 
coupons are issued each month at the 
time of wage or grant payments to the 
value of 70 percent of the amount that 
remains after taxes and other compul– 
sory payments. Those who work out-
side Ukraine or those temporarily 
unemployed are to receive cards accord– 
ing to instructions (presumably on a 
case by case basis). 

individual workers will receive cards 
from local Soviet executive committees 
in the amount of 70 percent of the 
income that remains after payment of 
the tax on profits. For those who earn 
less than 70 rubles "monthly, the card 
will contain 50 coupons; while conver– 
sely those who earn over 800 rubles will 
not normally receive cards, except for 
the purchase of livestock and raw 
materials. 

The consumer card is effective only 
on the territory of Ukraine. Mr. Fokin 
made it clear that the cards will super– 
sede all previous forms of trade -
passports or coupons — with the excep– 
tion of the coupon system in use for the 
sale of sugar. 

The measure can be justified, in Mr. 
Fokin's view, by its urgency and the 
interests of the majority of the popuia– 
tion. it is far less humiliating to the 
average citizen, he said, than the pro– 
duction of a passport to obtain goods, 
and also precludes a price rise for 
certain products (the logical alterna– 
tive). 

After "some hesitation," the coupon 
system has also been applied to the 
collective farm markets so that the flow 
of goods into the cities is not reduced, 
and in order not to "infringe upon the 
interests" of rural residents. The system 

(Continued on page 15) 

9 KlEv — The Ukrainian Supreme 
Soviet approved a plan on November 3 
for Ukraine's "complete economic and 
political independence" and will seek 
membership in the international Mone– 
tary Fund and other international 
agencies, according to a recent TASS 
report. 

vitold Fokin, acting chairman of the 
republican Council of Ministers, said 
the new plan would lead to privatization 
of property, denationalization of many 
enterprises, market-based consumer 
prices, and a Ukrainian currency. 
Politically, Mr. Fokin predicted "pro-
found consti tutional changes." 
(RFE;RL Daily Report) 

Coupon system 
is adjusted 

JERSEY C1TY, N. J. - Adjustments 
in the coupon system continue to be 
announced, with the most recent 
changes involving aid to disadvantaged 
families and individuals, according to a 
November 23 report by Kiev Radio. 

A 50-ruble coupon per child per 
month subsidy will be granted to single-
parent families, families with many 
children and student families, in a move 
to be implemented within the next two 
months. 

Blood donors, senior citizens, the 
handicapped and students who live 
away from their families and earn 100 
rubles per month 6f less will receive 
coupons equal to all of their earnings in 
coupons (instead of the present 70 
percent). 

Additionally, the category of items 
available for cash has been expanded to 
include medical equipment for the 
handicapped, items for newborn chil– 
dren, food items needed for funerals, 
and building materials for coal miners. 
Commercial cash sales of gasoline - at 
higher prices - will be allowed for 
drivers from other republics as well as 
for owners of private taxis, the report 
said. 

Meanwhile, the black market in 
coupons continues in many parts of 
Kiev with the going rate now up to five 
rubles for every one-ruble coupon, 
reported Radio Kiev on November 19. 
The illegal exchange continues despite 
the dozens of arrests already made by 
the militia, the report added. 

Ukrainian Weekly 

9 KlEv — The Ukrainian govern– 
ment, in an effort to improve the 
profitability of certain agricultural 
enterprises, has decided to raise the 
purchase prices of beef, pork and 
poultry an average of 45, 60 and 50 
percent, respectively, reported Radio 
Kiev on October 4. 

This measure, along with the recently 
imposed stricter regulations on agricul– 
tural exports, is designed to prevent 
Ukrainian farmers from exporting their 
products to other republics where prices 
have already been increased. (RFE;RL 
Daily Report) 

Ф MUN1CH - The journal Pid 
P raporom Leninizmu has recently pub– 
lished statistics on Ukrainian residents; 
in its issue No. 17, the journal reports 
that during the decade that ended in 
1989, the rate of population increase 
had slowed to 1.39 percent and is 
expected to decrease to 0.19 percent by 
1995 and 0.16 percent by the year 2000. 

The number of abortions was twice 
that of the number of births, with over 1 
million such procedures performed in 

(Continued on page 13) 

Hurenko condemns 
party's opponents 
MUN1CH - The first secretary of 

the Communist Party of Ukraine, 
Stanislav Hurenko, condemned his 
party's opponents - including Rukh, 
the radical councils in western U– 
kraine, and the Democratic Platform 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union — in a rambling commentary 
published recently in Radianska 
Ukraina. 

According to the Daily Report of 
Radio Free Europe^ Radio Liberty, 
Mr. Hurenko expressed alarm at the 
political situation in Ukraine and 
noted that one of the most significant 
factors is the "activization of anti-
Communist forces that have engaged 
in an open struggle against constitu– 
tional state structures." 

Mr. Hurenko also claimed that 
Rukh is violating the law governing 
activity of public organizations by 
soliciting contributions in dollars to 
the cause of an independent Ukraine, 
reported Kathy Mihalisko of Radio 
Liberty. 
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Catholic bishops endorse national coalition Prime Minister Mulroneymeets 
to aid Church in Central, Eastern Europe with Ukrainian community reps 

by John A. Klin 
UNA Washington Office 

WASHINGTON - u.s. Catholic 
bishops unanimously approved an 
optional, national collection to aid the 
Catholic Church in Central and Eastern 
Europe during their four-day annual 
conference held here last week. The 
collection, which will receive national 
coordination, will be implemented on a 
diocesan basis under the prerogative of 
the presiding bishop. 

it is anticipated that the collection, 
the most ambitious undertaking of its 
kind since the bishops provided assis– 
tance in Europe after World War 11, will 
be a multi-million dollar aid campaign. 
American bishops are in effect com– 
mitting themselves to a significant 
response to an historic opportunity. 

The action of the bishops represents 
the final step in a yearlong effort of 
planning to aid the rebuilding of the 
Catholic Church after decades of Com– 
munist persecution. 

During the past year, the Office to 
Aid The Catholic Church in Central 
and Eastern Europe and the USSR was 
established to coordinate the aid pro-
gram along with three recent fact-
finding missions to that part of the 
world. 

During the last summer one delega– 
tion, which included Ukrainian Catho– 
lic Bishop Basil Losten, travelled to 
Ukraine to evaluate the state of the 
Ukrainian Catholic Church. 

NEW YORK - Lithuania's presi– 
dent went before the nation on Lithua– 
nian television Saturday night to warn 
that Soviet President Mikhail Gorba– 
chev appears to be planning to subvert 
the democratically elected government 
in that southernmost Baltic state, report– 
ed the Brooklyn-based Lithuanian 
information Center. 

in what was probably his grimmest 
address to his people since the Lithua– 
nian-Soviet crisis last spring, vytautus 
Landsbergis, president of Lithuania's 
Supreme Council (or Parliament), 
warned that the republic of Lithuania 
was "in danger." 

Comparing the situation to the days 
preceding the Soviet invasion of inde– 
pendent Lithuania in 1940, he said that 
"right-wing" forces including "old-style 
Bolsheviks," "militant generals and 
colonels," "worshippers of Great Rus– 
sian imperialism" and "red fascists" 

Following is the text of a telegram 
sent on November 28 to Leonid 
Kravchuk, chairman of the Ukrai– 
nian SSR Supreme Soviet, by the 
Commission on Security and Coope– 
ration in Europe of the U.S. Con– 
gress. 

it has come to our attention that 
Stepan Khmara, a deputy of the 
Ukrainian Supreme Soviet, was 
recently stripped of his immunity and 
detained following an incident with a 
member of the Kiev militia. We have 
received many expressions of con– 
cern that the actions against Mr. 
Khmara and others involved in the 
incident are politically motivated 

Archbishop John L. May, chairman 
of the bishops' ad hoc committee on aid 
to the Church in Central and Eastern 
Europe, commented on the findings of 
the three delegations. 

"in our meetings with more than 75 
bishops of some dozen nationalities^ we 
found a Church with a long and proud 
tradition and a deep sense of faith and 
hope for a better future. But despite its 
incredible resiliency, in most places, the 
Church faces abysmal conditions, lack– 
ing the most basic tools of evangeliza– 
tion and pastoral life. Years of suffering 
under an abiding intolerance of religion 
has left the Church almost literally in 
ruins," he said. 

Citing the current status of the 
Ukrainian Catholic Church and its need 
for assistance, Archbishop May reveal– 
ed the bishops did not have a pre– 
determined allocation formula for the 
resources that will be raised. He indi– 
cated that the targeting of aid will be a 
"learning experience" and he empha– 
sized Bishop Losten's knowledge of the 
situation in Ukraine will be invaluable. 

According to Archbishop May, the 
national collection to aid the Catholic 
Church is seen as a catalyst that will 
mobilize tremendous human and orga– 
nizational resources of American 
Catholics, it should be pointed out that 
the collection is intended to supplement 
the work of many individuals and 
organizations already providing sub– 
stantial assistance to the Church in 
Central and Eastern Europe. 

were itching to turn back the clock in 
the USSR and Lithuania. He described 
President Gorbachev as "either the 
leader of the right-wingers or their 
prisoner." 

The Lithuanian president harshly 
criticized the new powers given to Mr. 
Gorbachev the previous week by the 
USSR Supreme Soviet, saying he was 
granted the authority "to 'reorganize' 
from Moscow the governments of 
republics." 

Mr. Landsbergis put before the 
Lithuanian public a forbidding scena– 
rio: internal discord in Lithuania fo– 
mented by Soviet agents, followed by a 
violent provocation staged by the KGB 
against members of the pro-Soviet 
minority in Lithuania, which would 
then be used to justify the introduction 
of presidential rule and the replacement 
of the legitimate Lithuanian govern– 

(Continued on page 14) 

and that there have been violations of 
due process in their cases. 

We urge that Mr. Khmara's case 
be considered speedily and in a 
manner consistent with commit– 
ments under various recently adopted 
CSCE agreements, particularly with 
provisions relating to the rule of law. 

Sen. Dennis DeConcini 
Chairman 

Rep. Steny H. Hoyer 
Co-chairman 

Rep. Don Ritter 
Ranking House Minority Member 

EDMONTON - Prime Minister 
Brian Mulroney and Deputy Prime 
Minister Don Mazankowski met with a 
delegation of the Ukrainian Canadian 
Congress here on November 13. 

This third annual meeting between 
the government and the Ukrainian 
Canadian Congress dealt with a number 
of important issues, including the 
matter of internment of Ukrainian 
Canadians during World War 1 and the 
community's demand for an acknow– 
ledgement of the injustice suffered by 
the over 80,000 Ukrainian Canadians 
who were classified as enemy aliens, as 
well as the over 6,000 who were im– 
prisoned in 26 internment camps 
throughout Canada. 

UCC spokesman ihor Bardyn of 
Toronto presented the case for acknow– 
ledgement and indemnification. He 
said, "The government's first intern– 
ment operation was against the inno– 
cent pioneer-settlers who came to 
Canada from western Ukraine, it was 

by Andrij Hluchowecky 
Ukrainian information Bureau 

OTTAWA - Prime Minister Brian 
Mulroney is planning to acknowledge 
that the internment operations taken 
against Canadians of Ukrainian origin 
between 1914 and 1920 were unwarrant– 
ed and unjust. 

"1 have no hesitation whatsoever in 
telling you that the policy we followed 
in regard to the Japanese and my state– 
ment last weekend in regard to the 
italians 1 believe to be the proper policy. 
We've had very good discussions with 
the Ukrainians in regard to that," the 
prime minister told a press conference 
held immediately following the meeting 
with representatives of the Ukrainian 
Canadian Congress in Edmonton on 
November 13. -

"There are two schools of thought. 
You ignore these things and say they've 
never happened, because if youacknow– 
ledge one then you have to deal with 
another. Or you deal with them in the 
belief that a strong nation is capable of 
looking at its past and resolving injus– 
tices when they occur. That's what we're 
in the process of doing," he said. 

The Ukrainian community response 
to Prime MinisterMulroney's pledge to 
resolve the Ukrainian redress issue was 
positive. 

ihor Bardyn, the chairman of the 
UCC's Redress Committee, told repor– 
ters, "We considered this meeting to be 
the first step in the negotiations." 

The Ukrainian Canadian Congress 
asserts that the internment of Ukrainian 
Canadians during World War 1 war-
rants special attention as it was Ca– 
nada's first internment operation 
against the younger pioneer-settler 
community that had come to Canada at 
the encouragement and invitation of the 
Canadian government to open the 
Canadian prairies. 

Some 5,000 Ukrainian Canadians 
were imprisoned in 26 internment 
camps across Canada from 1914 to 
1920; 80,000 were required to register as 
enemy aliens. 

They were interned without due 
process. Their property was confiscated 
and in the majority of cases, never 
returned, in Banff National Park, they 
built the roads and the golf course, in 
British Columbia they built rights-of– 
way for the railroad and bridges, in 

then part of the Austro-Hungarian Em– 
pire and because these early settlers had 
tired of living under foreign domina– 
tion and had no desire to serve in the 
occupiers' armies, they responded to the 
invitation from our government to 
settle the prairies and came to Canada 
in a large group migration." 

"But so soon after being encouraged 
to settle in the Canadian prairies, over 
80,000 of these settlers were termed 
'enemy aliens,' disenfranchised, thrown 
out of work and close to 6,000 of them 
were imprisoned without due process 
and without ever being found guilty of 
any crime, other than, that they came to 
Canada bearing Austrian passports." 

The Ukrainian Canadian Congress 
considers this meeting to be the start of 
negotiations with the government of 
Canada which will lead to a resolution 
of this historic injustice with an 
acknowledgement, return of property 
taken and indemnification for lossess 
suffered. 

Kapuskasing internment Camp the 
drinking water they drank wascontami– 
,nated, causing many to become ill with 
long-lasting after-affects, in Spirit 
Lake, Quebec, some died from the 
extreme cold. 

The national humiliation suffered by 
the Ukrainian Canadian community 
has had a long-standing impact, and the 
community is counting on the govern– 
ment of Canada to address all of these 
issues in the very near future, UCC 
spokespersons stated. 

The Ukrainian Canadian Congress 
has commissioned the services of the 
reputable accounting firm Price Water-
house to provide a determination of 
economic losses incurred by the Ukrai– 
nian Canadian community during the 
internment period. 

The November 13 Edmonton meet– 
ing with the prime minister, which 
addressed other issues including the 
cancellation of the self-exile designated 
class, the upcoming centennial celebra– 
tions of Ukrainian settlement in Canada 
and the Canadian Consulate in Kiev, was 
attended by the president of the Ukrai– 
nian Canadian Congress, Dr. Dmytro 
Cipywnyk; the UCC's executive direc– 
tor, Wasyl Werbeniuk; the chairman of 
the UCC's Redress Committee, Mr. 
Bardyn; the chairman of the UCC 
centennial committee, Jim Termety; 
and the interim chairman of the UCC's 
immigration-Government Affairs 
Committee, Dr. Bohdan Krawchenko. 

Deputy Prime Minister Don Mazan– 
kowski, Steve Paproski and Special 
Assistant to the Deputy Prime Minister 
Уега Holiad, were also in attendance. 

in related news, the editorial board of 
the Edmonton Journal in its November 
16 edition came out in favor of the 
prime minister's intentions to apologize 
to Ukrainian Canadians. 

The editorial noted: 
"A prime ministerial apology to 

Ukrainian-descended Canadians would 
redress an abiding wrong, if appro– 
priate, the apology ought to be accom– 
panied by symbolic compensation. 
Money alone cannot compensate for 
altered destinies, transformed lives, lost 
years of happiness. 

"But a symbolic compensation, like a 
formal apology, acknowledges that a 
grievous wrong was committed, one 
that Canada of today cannot condone." 

Lithuania's president warns 
of danger from Gorbachev 

For the record 
Helsinki Commission on Khmara 

Canada plans to acknowledge 
injustice of 1914-1920 internment 
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U1A achievement awards honor nine Ukrainian Americans 
by Marta Kolomayets 

NEW YORK - Nine Ukrainian 
Americans were honored by the Ukrai– 
nian institute of America for their 
pioneering contributions in aiding the 
rebirth of Ukraine during the UlA's 
seventh annual achievement award 
banquet held at New York's Plaza Hotel 
on Sunday, November 18. 

The award recipients - virko Baley, 
Dr. Achilles Chreptowsky, Taras 
Hunczak, Dr. Zenon Matkiwsky, Na– 
dia Matkiwsky, Omeljan Pritsak, Уега 
Kowbasniuk-Shumeyko, Roman Уо-
ronka and Osyp Zinkewych — were 
hailed for their work in promoting the 
arts, academia, medicine, publishing, 
tourism, environmental issues and 
techology in Ukraine. 

Greeted by U1A board members, as 
well as featured guest speaker volo– 
dymyr Yavorivsky, a deputy of the 
Ukrainian SSR Parliament, the head of 
the government Chornobyl Commis– 
sion, as well as people's deputy to the 
USSR Supreme Soviet, the honorees 
and over 250 guests at the Plaza were also 
addressed by Dr. Yuriy Spizhenko, 
Ukraine's minister of health, and Am– 
bassador Gennadiy Udovenko of the 
Permanent Mission of the Ukrainian 
SSR to the United Nations. 

Mrs. Matkiwsky was congratulated 
not only by the U1A for her work as 
executive director of the Children of 
Chornobyl Relief Fund based in Short 
Hills, N.J., but was lauded as the first 
recipient of the "Mother of Chornobyl 
Award" issued by the Ukrainian Parlia– 
ment for her work in providing care for 
survivors of the 1986 Ukrainian nuclear 
disaster. 

Bestowing this first award saluting a 
"Mother of Chornobyl," Mr. Yavoriv– 
sky presented Mrs. Matkiwsky with a 
patriotic certificate on yellow paper, 
inscribed with blue ink. He also added 
that while the official award was being 
designed, a gift-medal from his young 

Khmara... 
(Continued from page 1) 

Hryhoriev, who Mr. Khamara alleges 
punched the deputy in the stomach and 
shouted obscenities during the incident. 

in a number of public appeals, 
deputies of the National Council have 
called the November 7 incident a 
"planned provocation...with the goal of 
compromising one of the leaders of the 
democratic movement in Ukraine and 
removing him from political activity." 

"We view this provocation sur– 
rounding S. Khmara and his demon– 
strative arrest as an attempt at returning 
to neo-Stalinism, to the dubious trials 
of Daniel and Sinyavsky, Bukovsky 
and Orlov, Dzhemilev and vasyl Stus, 
Merab Kostava and Zviad Gamsa– 
khurdia. The consequences of these 
trials are well-known throughout the 
world," wrote several deputies in a 
November 26 appeal. 

Committees in defense of Mr. Khmara 
have been forming all over the republic, 
most recently in Druzhkivka in 
Donetske Oblast. Several thousand 
residents of Donetske gathered in 
that city on November 25 to demand the 
deputy's release and support the 
demands of his hunger strike. 

A committee in defense of Stepan 
Khmara in Dnipropetrovske was 
scheduled to begin a chain of daylong 
hunger strikes on November 29 in 
support of the deputy's demands. 

The Ukrainian National Association 
and the Ukrainian American Coor– 
dinating Council sent letters last week 
addressed to Ukrainian President 
Leonid Kravchuk and the Supreme 
Soviet in support of Mr. Khmara. 

volodymyr Yavorivsky bestows the "Mother of Chornobyl" award upon Nadia 
Matkiwsky. 

Donald Trump, New York's real estate Ukraine over the past few years. 

flhor Labensky 

The award recipients,Ul A board of directors, and Rukh donors pose for a group shot at the conclusion of the Plaza festivities. 
daughter, Olesia, would serve as a 
substitute award for this humanitarian 
woman. 

Mr. Yavorivsky went on to talk about 
the tension of today's political climate 
in Ukraine, mentioning the recent 
criminal charges brought up against 
deputy Stepan Khmara, who was 
stripped of his immunity by the Ukrai– 
nian Parliament. 

He also brought up the new relation-
ship, as equals, between the sovereign 
Russian and the Ukrainian republics, 
reporting that on this day Russian 
President Boris Yeltsin had been sche– 
duled to arrive in Kiev to negotiate 
agreements with Ukrainian President 
Leonid Kravchuk. 

in his opening remarks, U1A presi– 
dent Walter Nazarewicz expressed hope 
that at next year's U1A awards dinner, 
the members and friends of this institu– 
tion, which is housed in a historic 
landmark building gracing the skyline 
of New York City's Museum Mile, 
would salute the first president of a free 
and independent Ukrainian nation. 

He continued, stating: "We live in a 
historic and hopeful time. The historic 
events which have occurred in Ukraine 
during this past year and recent months 
are a source of happiness and pride to 
all of us. After decades of totalitarian 
oppression, our brothers and sisters 
have found their voice, their spirit, their 
action in Ukraine. We are witnesses to a 
rebirth of Ukrainian culture, religion 
and political expression which few of us 
thought we would see in our lifetimes. 
That this has all occurred with no 
violence and with goodwill between the 
Ukrainians and non-Ukrainians in 
Ukraine is a tribute to our people and an 
example to the world. 

"The institute has lent its resources 
and facilities to this historic renais– 
sance. There is more to come. We want 
to continue to serve and to share our 
services with our entire community." 

Mr. Nazarewicz added that if a free 
Ukraine were to open a consulate in 
New York City, the institute would 
offer its building for use as such a 
facility. 

in the course of the evening, he along 
with vice-presidents Walter Baranetsky, 
Andriy Paschuk, U1A board member 
Lydia Savoyka, U1A banquet commit– 
tee chairperson Joseph Lesawyer and 
dinner committee chairwoman Jaro– 
slava Rubel, introduced various distin– 
guished guests, among them the 26 
persons seated at the head table, in– 
cluding the honorees and their spouses, 
as well as the very Rev. volodymyr 
Bazylevsky of St. volodymyr's Ukrai– 
nian Orthodox Cathedral in New York 
and the Rev. Alexander Havkaliuk of 
the Holy Cross Ukrainian Catholic 
Church in Astoria. 

A surprise appearance was made by 

magnate and owner of the Plaza Hotel. 
Mr. Trump delivered warm regards to 
those assembled, and Mr. Lesawyer 
exchanged friendly banter with the 
financier, whose monetary problems 
have made headlines in recent months. 

Mr. Lesawyer also read greetings 
from U.S. President George Bush, who 
commended Ukrainian Americans and 
the vital role they have played in 
advancing the universal cause of free– 
dom, justice and self-determination. 

Mr. Bush's telegram stated: "Through 
your unwavering dedication to the 
principles upon which our nation was 
founded, as well as your devotion to 
your family and friends in your an– 
cestral homeland, you strengthen and 
enrich the fabric of our society. І 
commend each of your honorees and all 
the members of the Ukrainian institute 
for your dedication to human rights and 
individual freedom — as history has 
shown us, they are precious blessings 
indeed." 

A musical program featuring the 
soprano Oksana Krovitska and pianist-
composer Mykola Suk rounded out the 
five-hour banquet. Members of the Ul A 
board of directors pointed out that the 
U1A currently supports four artists in 
residence from Ukraine. 

During the latter part of the after-
noon, the award recipients were given 
personalized plaques. Each had a few 
minutes to deliver remarks of thanks to 
the guests assembled at the banquet. 
Many thanked their spouses and fami– 
lies for the support they have offered 
over the years. Friends and community 
activists were also thanked for their 
hard work and generosity in aiding 

Although this annual event raised 
money for the U1A, it also witnessed 
generous donations to Rukh, the Popu– 
lar Movement of Ukraine, of 510,000 
each from Mr. and Mrs. Anthony 
Shumeyko and Mr. and Mrs. Julian 
Bachynsky. A S5,000 donation to Rukh 
from Lubomyr Romankiw was also 
received. 

The evening ended with the honorees 
and donors posing for a group picture at 
the Plaza Hotel. Many of the awardees 
made their way to the Ukrainian insti– 
tute, where a reception was held in their 
honor. 

Donald Trump unexpectedly dropped 
in on the U1A banquet at the Plaza's 

Terrace Room. 
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Obituaries 

William Semkiw, Branch 379 secretary 

William Semkiw 

CH1CAGO, ill. - William Semkiw, 
secretary of Ukrainian National 
Association Branch 379, St. 
George's Brotherhood of Chicago, died 
after a brief illness on November 18 at a 
local hospital here. He was 71 years old. 

Mr. Semkiw was born June 9, 1920, 
in Chicago and from an early age 
became active in the Ukrainian commu– 
nity and Ukrainian National Associa– 
tion Branch 379. 

Mr. Semkiw, the son of Michael 
Semkiw, longtime secretary of UNA 
Branch 379 and pioneer of Ukrainian 
community life in Chicago, took over 
his late father's post of secretary and 
became one of Ukrainian National 
Association's finest organizers in Chi– 
cago. 

Funeral services were offered at 
Muzyka Funeral Home November 19 
and 20. Gloria Paschen, UNA Supreme 
vice-presidentess offered the family 
condolences on behalf of the Ukrainian 
National Association, as did Roman 
Prypchan and Stepan Golash of Chi– 
cago's UNA District Committee. 

Mr. Semkiw was buried at St. Nicho– 
las Cemetery on November 21. 

Mr. Semkiw is survived by his sister, 
Anna Demetro, who has taken over her 
late brother's responsibility as secre– 
tary, and her family. 

Mary Pelinsky, Branch 40 treasurer 

Mary Lichacz Pelinsky 

ER1E, Pa. — Mary Lichacz Pelinsky, 
treasurer of Ukrainian National Asso– 
ciation Branch 40 and founding mem– 
ber of Ukrainian National Women's 
League of America Branch 116, died on 
August 24 at St. vincent Health Center 
in Erie at the age of 67. 

Mrs. Pelinsky, the daughter of John 
and Pauline Borysko Lichacz, was born 

September 4, 1922, in Erie. She de-
voted her life to iher family and her 
Ukrainian heritage. Mrs. Pelinsky took 
the initiative to place data pertaining to 
the Ukrainian community, including 
copies of The уктаіпшп Weekly, in a 
time capsule at the^city pf Erie's Court 
House. ;.x;x.--X::;y–; ': ",-– 

She operated the 8th Avenue Food 
Market, was a lifelong member of St. 
Nicholas Orthodox Greek-Catholic 
Church of the Eastern Rite and found– 
ing member of its Ladies' Altar Society. 

Mrs. Pelinsky, whose parents were 
founding members of Ukrainian Na– 
tional Association Branch 40, served as 
its treasurer since 1980, and was a 
member, past president and treasurer of 
the UNWLA Branch 116. 

Funeral services were offered at St. 
Nicholas Church by the Rev. Ronald A. 
Hazuda. Mrs. Pelinsky is buried at St. 
Nicholas Cemetery. 

She is survived by her husband, 
Michael; one daughter, Nadia Heim– 
bold; one son, Michael J. Pelinsky; one 
brother, John Lichacz; one sister, Anna 
Lichacz Susol; one daughter-in-law and 
two grandchildren. 

Memorials may be made to the 
UNWLA; Ukrainian Dance Group of 
Erie, 115 East Avenue, Erie, Pa. 16503. 

Christmas cards 
to raise funds 

JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The 
Ukrainian National Association 
is currently mailing packets of 16 
Ukrainian– and English-language 
Christmas cards to subscribers of 
The Ukrainian Weekly. 

The cards are a gift from the UNA 
during this holiday season, however, 
recipients are asked to make contri– 
butions toward the UNA Fund for 
the Rebirth of Ukraine, and mail 
them to: Ukrainian National Asso– 
ciation, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey 
City, N.J. 07302. 

Branch to greet 
St. Nicholas 

BRIDGEPORT, conn. - Branch 
59 (Ukrainian Sich) of the Ukrainian 
National Association is hosting St. 
Nicholas at a party for Ukrainian 
children on Sunday, December 9, at 
3 p.m. at the Ukrainian Catholic 
Church hall at 457 Noble Ave. 

Organizers request that names of 
participating children be registered 
with L. Wuchek (203) 378-8077, or 1. 
Demkiw, (203) 377-1932. Deadline 
for registration is Friday, December 
7. 

UNA at the Rukh congress 

Supreme presidents greetings 
tion is a fraternal insurance company 
and a patriotic Ukrainian commu– 
nity organization that has been active 
for 96 years. 

The Ukrainian National Associa– 
tion publishes the newspaper Svo– 
boda, the oldest Ukrainian daily in 
the world, and the English-language 
weekly newspaper The Ukrainian 
Weekly, which has disseminated the 
truth about Ukraine for 57 years. 

The UNA has published and fund– 
ed many publications about Ukraine 
in both the Ukrainian and English 
languages, among them the English-
language edition of Mykhailo Hru– 
shevsky's "History of Ukraine," the 
two-volume English-language "U– 
kraine: A Concise Encyclopedia," 
the historical research work on the 
1930s famine in Ukraine by Prof. 
Robert Conquest, and, most recent– 
ly, a book on the Chornobyl tragedy 
by Dr. David Marples. 

in addition, as a representative of 
the Ukrainian National Association, 
І head a national organization that 
unites many democratic organiza– 
tions, that is, the Ukrainian Ameri– 
can Coordinating Council, in addi– 
tion to me, present at this second 
congress of Rukh are: the vice-
president of the UACCouncil and 
president of the Ukrainian Fraternal 
Association, John Oleksyn; treasurer 
and executive board member Roman 
Danyluk, and members of the presi– 
dium ihor Gawdiak and Prof. Mi– 
chael Pap. 

Dear brothers and sisters, hono– 
rable delegates! 

On behalf of the Ukrainian Na– 
tional Association and the Ukrainian 
American Coordinating Council, 
please accept our sincere best wishes 
for the success of this congress. May 
you soon achieve that long-awaited 
dream of the Ukrainian nation to 
become the master on its own land in 
a free, democratic and independent 
Ukrainian state. 

May God grant you, dear brothers 
and sisters, that fate will smile upon 
us, for in one's own home there is 
truth, and power, and freedom. 

UNA Supreme President Ulana Dia– 
chuk addresses Rukh congress in 

Kiev. 
Following is the text of greetings 

to the second congress of the Popular 
Movement of Ukraine, or Rukh, 
delivered on October 25 by Ulana 
Diachuk on behalf of the Ukrainian 
National Association and the Ukrai– 
nian Coordinating Council 

Honorable Delegates! 
Dear Brothers and Sisters! 

it is a great honor and a joy for me 
! to greet you in the name of the 

Ukrainian National Association, 
which encompasses 70,000 Ukrai– 
nians in the United States of America 

І and Canada within the ranks of its 
membership. 

Our supreme secretary, Walter 
І Sochan, supreme advisor and direc– 
! tor of the UNA Office in Washing– 
1 ton, Eugene iwanciw, and supreme 
! advisor and editor-in-chief of the 

English-language newspaper The 
і Ukrainian Weekly, Roma Had– 
1 zewycz, have traveled with me to the 
І capital of Ukraine, Kiev, and are here 
j in the congress hall. 

І Ukrainian National Associa– 

Svoboda Press employee is wed 

A UNA insurance policy is 
an investment in the Ukrainian community 

Dana Wojtowicz, The Ukrainian Weekly's paste-up person since June of 
1989, and Jozef Piszczek tied the knot on November 17. The nuptials and a 
reception took place in Fort Washington, Pa. Mrs. Wojtowicz-Piszczek has 
been employed by the Svoboda Press since 1985 as a typesetter and is a 
member of Ukrainian National Association Branch 25. The newlyweds will 

reside in Jersey City, N.J. 
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A union by any other name... 
"1 am categorically against a fragmentation of the state, a redesigning of 

territorial divisions, destroying centuries-old relationships of people, it is 
easier for me to say this now: our own bitter experience tinged with the blood 
of our citizens has, 1 think, taught us that we cannot separate. That is why we 
must not embark on that road." — Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev, 
November 17 speech to the USSR Supreme Soviet in regard to a new union 
structure. 

"We have considerable stakes in the foreign policies of Gorbachev. We 
can, will and must do business with the central government and Gorbachev 
because our relationship with them has paved the way for the world to 
change, and no one should forget that. Beyond Gorbachev lies the unknown." 
- Senior official of the Bush administration, quoted in The New York Times, 
November 29. 

The West today is rushing to express its support — by word and deed — for 
Mikhail Gorbachev and, in effect, is becoming engaged in saving the shameful 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The reason is simple: fear. There is fear 
of "separatism," fear of "inter-ethnic conflicts," fear of "instability," fear of 
"bloodshed." But, more than anything else, as acknowledged above by an 
unnamed Bush administration official, there is fear of the unknown. The 
latter has its roots in the fact that most Western states have ties only with 
Moscow and that lines of communication with the republics and various 
democratic movements are minimal — and even these exist only at the "risk" 
of alienating the West's good friend Gorby. 

The Soviet leader would have the world believe that it would be extremely 
dangerous to dismantle the Soviet empire, that "militant nationalism and 
reckless separatism" could destroy the currently cozy relationship between 
East and West. 

Meanwhile, Mr. Gorbachev has continued to acquire more powers for 
himself and has presented a new proposal for a union treaty that supposedly 
gives more sovereignty to the republics, but in reality leaves control of crucial 
sectors — defense, foreign relations, foreign economic policy, currency, for 
example — to the center. 

Many republics, though, prefer no union to this union. They are not bjuying 
this new and improved "Union of Sovereign Soviet Republics." And surely it 
is their right not to do so (despite what Western countries think), as they see 
the union as a last-ditch attempt to save the Soviet empire that has subjugated 
their people. 

What is most disturbing, truly, is Western reaction to the republics' 
position. 

Writing in The New York Times on November 25, Andrei Kozyrev, the 
Russian republic's foreign minister, noted that the republics are now speaking 
with their own voices and this "seems to upset many people in Washington 
who learned how to deal with 'the center' and want to continue to do so. They 
see the new independence of the republics as an unwelcome side-effect of the 
end of the cold war." 

"Such conservatism can be a healthy instinct — provided it protects 
democracy and allows change to come about under conditions of stability. 
Otherwise conservatism turns into reaction and feeds social instability. 
Hasn't the history of a monolithic 'socialist camp' taught us that? Will 
totalitarianism again deprive the people of the Russian republic and the other 
republics of their national identity - this time with the help of the West?" 

Or to put it more bluntly: Does the West wish to side with the oppressor 
rather than the oppressed. 

LETTERS TO THE ED1TOR 

Turning the pages back... 

Luke Luciw, the noted literary critic, teacher and a 
prolific author, was born on October 30,1985, in the village 
of Hrushova, in western Ukraine. Upon completing his 

secondary school education, he studied at the University of Prague as well as the 
Ukrainian Free University, and eventually earned a Ph.D. in Slavic philology. 

Before embarking on his teaching career, Dr. Luciw served in the Ukrainian Sich 
Riflemen in 1914-1918 and then in the Ukrainian Galician Army in 1918-1920. 
Later, from 1927 to 1937, he taught in several gymnasiums (high schools) in Galicia 
and for another two years served as an instructor in teachers' schools. During that 
same period, Dr. Luciw worked on the Lviv-based Literaturno-Naukovyi visnyk 
(Literary-Academic Herald). 

His careers as an educator continued at Ukrainian gymnasiums in the displaced 
persons camps in Germany. 

in 1949, Dr. Luciw arrived in the United States with other World War H refugees 
from Ukraine and soon thereafter began working on the editorial staff of 
Svoboda, the Ukrainian-language daily newspaper published by the Ukrainian 
National Association; he held this post for 18 years. 

A member of the Shevchenko Scientific Society, Dr. Luciw authored many 
books, including monographs on great Ukrainian literary figures such as Markian 
Shashkevych, Olha Kobylianska, Taras Shevchenko and vasyl Stefanyk, and 
penned numerous literary essays and reviews. "Literature and Life," a collection of 
his essays, was published by Svoboda Press in 1982. 

Luke Luciw died in Philadelphia on December 1, 1984, at the age of 89. 

Another view 
on candidates 
Dear Editor: 

Although 1 am not Ukrainian, 1 read 
The Weekly regularly to keep up with 
events in Ukraine and the Ukrainian 
community throughout the world. 

May 1 comment on Stephen Wichar's 
recent (November 4) letter to the editor 
promoting the premise that Ukrainians 
should support political candidates of 
Ukrainian heritage "whether he is 
Republican or Democrat ...to advance 
the interest of Ukrainian issues"? 

І believe it is better to support 
political candidates, whether Republi– 
can or Democrat (or Libertarian or 
other party), regardless of their ethnic 
heritage, who advance the cause of 
freedom and justice, whether in U– 
kraine, the United States, or any other 
part of the world. 

Specifically, 1 note that the chairman 
of the Helsinki Commission, Sen. 
Dennis DeConcini, is of italian ethnic 
background. Also of italian heritage is 
the ranking minority commissioner in 
the Senate, Alfonse D'Amato. The co-
chairman of the Commission, Rep. 
Steny Hoyer, is of Danish heritage. The 
ranking minority commissioner in the 
House, Rep. Don Ritter, is, 1 under– 
stand, of Hungarian-Jewish extraction. 

Each of these members, as well as 
other members of the Helsinki Corn-
mission, has been an outspoken and 
resolute defender of human rights in 
Ukraine and Ukrainian interests. 

Would an ethnic Ukrainian neces– 
sarily have done better, and still lived up 
to his or her Constitutional responsibi– 
lities to represent all the citizens of his or 
her State or District? 

As an irish-American, 1 find repre– 
hensible the attempts of some irish-
American politicians to manipulate 
Іrish–Americans for political gain, it 
happened frequently in the past, it still 
happens, but thankfully, with less 
frequency and less success. 

Long and fruitful association with 
numerous Ukrainian Americans leads 
me to believe that they are sufficiently 
sophisticated and attentive to issues 
affecting all Americans to rise above 
political tribalism. 

John J. Finerty, Jr. 
Alexandria, Ya. 

that he seems to be unaware of the many 
efforts that are currently being under-
taken to aid Ukraine. 

As executive director of Thoughts of 
Faith, a ministry to Ukraine, 1 can tell 
you that a great deal has and is being 
done! Since 1979 we have been able to 
send over 1,000 hours of broadcast time 
to Ukraine to assist our brethren in their 
spiritual, moral and socio-cultural 
development. 

More recently Thoughts of Faith has 
distributed over 300,000 copies of 
Ukrainian Bibles, the parables of Jesus 
Christ, children's Bible story books and 
the Life of Christ. Another 350,000 
Bibles will be sent in 1991 as a joint 
project with the American Bible So– 
ciety. 

We have also signed a contract for the 
printing of 500,000 additional pieces of 
children's literature. At the present time 
we are working, along with other 
organizations such as the United Bible 
Societies, to found a Ukrainian Bible 
Society in order that the Bible-distribu– 
tion effort can be placed on a secure, 
long-term footing. 

in addition, in the very near future 
Thoughts of Faith intends to open up an 
office in Lviv to be used as a Christian 
resource center for the people of U– 
kraine. A retreat center for Ukrainian 
youth, as well as a pen-pal program with 
American children is ready to be imple– 
mented. A student-exchange program is 
planned for the future. Finally, in the 
area of media, we will soon be pur-
chasing a printing press, and radio and 
television time in Ukraine to bring 
spiritual guidance to Ukrainians. All of 
these programs are fully funded and are 
planned to begin sometime in the 
coming year. 

This is just the effort of one organiza– 
tion in Stoughton, Wis. There are 
others that are playing a heavy part in 
helping to bring Ukraine out of its 
previous comatose state to where today 
it is on the verge of assuming a healthy 
self-identity, if there are organizations 
— such as that of McDowell's — that 
seem to have a mistaken idea of the 
necessary prescription for Ukraine, 
then they should be told directly rather 
than minimize the efforts of American 
Ukrainians. 

The Rev. John Shep 
Stoughton, Wis. 

A response to 
Szmagala column 
Dear Editor: 

І am writing in response to the 
editorial by Taras Szmagala Jr. titled 
"A radio broadcast and ...a flatter of 
priorities." (Sunday, November 11, 
1990). While he does make some valid 
points regarding our need to help our 
Ukrainian brethren, it is my opinion 

xtts 
The Ukrainian Weekly welcomes letters 
to the editor. Letters should be typed 
(double-spaced) and signed; they must 
be originals, not photocopies. The day-
time phone number and address of the 
letter-writer must be given for verifica– 
tion purposes. Anonymous letters or 
letters signed by fictitious persons will 
not be published. Please keep letters 
concise and to the point. 

UNA Fund for the Rebirth of Ukraine 
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The Home Office of the Ukrainian National 
Association reports that, as of November 27, 
the fraternal organization's newly established 
Fund for the Rebirth of Ukraine has received 
4,265 checks from its members with donations 
totalling S i 0 7 , 6 4 4 . 1 5 . The contributions 
include individual members' donations, as well 
as returns of members' dividend checks and 
interest payments on promissory notes. 
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NEWS AND viEWS 

The state of the USSR today: 
the last empire in shambles 

by Dr. vasyl Markus 

When on November 7 a modest 
military parade was staged in Moscow's 
Red Square, there was not much to 
honor and to pay tribute to. in many 
Soviet cities and republics the parades 
were not organized at ail. So decided the 
local authorities and the governments 
of some republics. 

These annual military and civilian 
parades throughout the Soviet Union 
commemorated Lenin's coup against 
the Provisional Government of! Russia 
which resulted in the Bolshevik take-
over in the Tsarist Empire, an event 
better known as the October Revolu– 
tion of 1917 (October 26 according to 
the old Julian calendar in use at that 
time). 

The long-praised "dictatorship of the 
proletariat" that resulted in a Commu– 
nist dictatorship, came to an end thanks 
to the enfant terrible of Communism, 
Mikhail Gorbachev, architect of glas– 
nost and perestroika. The promised 
equality, liberation of proletarian 
masses, classless society and justice for 
all, all were buried long ago by the no– 
menklatura in the privileges of the new 
class. Now it all is being castigated at the 
greatest blunder in history. 

Nothing is further from the present 
state of the union than the propagated 
socialist Utopia whose advent, as recon– 
firmed by Nikita Khrushchev's 1961 
program of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union still was anticipated in 
1980. Soon the "peace and bread" 
revolutionary slogan of the October 
Revolution was sacrificed for military 
undertakings and an arms race that 
vitally contributed to the crisis of Soviet 
planned economy. 

The millions of people who starved in 
the famine of 1932-1933, the populace 
deprived of daily necessities, as well as 
those repressed in the brutal purges and 
as a result of planned mobilization of 
manpower, hardly constitute the bright– 
est testimonial to the revolution. Neither 
do the recent demolitions of statues of 
the father of the revolution, viadimir 
ilyich Lenin. 

However, the most significant deve– 
lopments concern the "voluntary union 
of free nations" brought together by 
force and constant suppression. These 
"free nations," formerly a part of the 
Russian Empire, some of them having 
experienced a short-lived independence 
during the civil war, were brought 
together under the Communist slogan 
of "self-determination to the point of 
separation" to form the Union of the 
Soviet Socialist Republics, the USSR. 
Thus, it was Lenin and the Russian 
Communist Party that restored unity of 
the old empire under the guise of a free 
union. 

Now this construction is crumbling. 
Nations and nationalities, destined in 
Leninist doctrine to wither away, i.e., to 
merge into a higher socialist commu– 
nity known as the "Soviet people," 
refused to obey the laws of dialectics. 
Soviet federalism proved to be an anti-
thesis to any normal federal structure, 
that is, a decentralized union with 
sovereign rights reserved for component 
states. 

The Soviet Union became a proto– 
type of a unitary state with a command 
economy, proliferating bureaucracy 
and a complete absence of autonomy. 

Prof. Yasyl Markus is a professor of 
political scknci-^'-Lbybla-vhiversity. 

That was clearly seen by many students 
of the USSR in the West, and now 
publicly acknowledged by political 
scientists and politicians in the USSR. 

Once openness and democracy were 
launched in the Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe, all those anomalies 
were brought to the surface. Further-
more, people subjugated by Moscow 
for decades, now started to advocate 
their rights and national independence. 

The year 1989 saw the beginning of 
the liberation of Eastern Europe, creat– 
ing turmoil in the multi-national Soviet 
empire with certain republics calling for 
secession. 

Lithuania took the lead - David 
challenging Goliath — and did not 
succumb. Other Baits followed Lithua– 
nia's example, with subtle differences, 
in their process of emancipation. 

Thus far, 14 of the 15 union republics 
have openly defied Moscow and de– 
clared their sovereignty, including the 
two most populous republics, Russia 
and Ukraine. 

Mr. Gorbachev and Moscow tole– 
rated these moves, claiming that sove– 
reignty meant nothing more than re– 
gional autonomy. The leader started to 
talk of a new federation which might be 
compatible with the limited sovereignty 
of the republics. Yet, the resurgent 
nationalism of the non-Russians has 
disputed such interpretation of sove– 
reignty. 

Reading the texts of the declarations 
adopted by the national Parliaments 
(Supreme Soviets), one gets the unmis– 
takable impression that the republics 
mean territorial supremacy and exclu– 
sive jurisdiction over their domestic and 
external affairs, including foreign trade, 
defense and foreign policy. 

Mr. Gorbachev views it differently. 
For him, the Soviet Union should 
remain a state with its own sovereign 
powers over the entire Soviet territory; 
within those powers republics can 
exercise their constitutional rights, with 
the Soviet constitution and presidential 
powers taking precedence. 

This is not compatible with the 
nationalist aspirations of major nations 
of the USSR, including the Russians. 
The very fact, that the Russian Fede– 
rated Republic under Boris Yeltsin itself 
objects to the USSR as a superstate, 
enables many non-Russians to extend 
their own programs of national inde– 
pendence. 

if most of the people and their elected 
legislatures postulate dissolution of the 
Soviet Union by refusing to sign a new 
union treaty, then the CPSU and the 
centralizing tendencies of Mr. Gorba– 
chev cannot do much. The only reliable 
force on which partocracy can rely, i.e., 
the army and KGB, hesitates to take 
radical steps in fear that this may lead to 
a protracted civil war. And so the 
confrontation continues. 

Mr. Gorbachev's faction, obviously, 
is not winning, but rather is gradually 
losing its grip over the republics. The 
Soviet Union progresses towards "So– 
viet disunion," aptly named so by two 
British authors of Ukrainian origin, 
Bohdan Nahaylo and victor Swoboda, 
in their work on the history of the 
nationalities' problem in the USSR 
(The Free Press, New York, 1990). 

Western statesmen and public opi– 
nion-makers who wish Mr. Gorbachev 
well, continuously underplay the 
seriousness of natipnalities problem in 
the USSR. They prefer to see the; 

(Continued on page 9) 

Faces and Places 
by Myron B. Kuropas 

A study worth repeating 
As anybody who has ever written a 

Ph.D. dissertation will tell you, once it is 
done, it is done. 

Although some dissertation or parts 
thereof are eventually published, most 
Ph.D. recipients are quite content to 
have their works gather dust on some 
university library shelf, relieved that 
their ordeal is over and that they can 
once again return to the "real" world. 

Some dissertations, of course, de-
serve to be forgotten. 

Others, however, especially those 
that address vital social issues of con– 
cern to ethnic communities, beg to be 
published and replicated. 

Such is the case with a dissertation 
titled: "Education of Ethnic Leader-
ship: A Case Study of the Ukrainian 
Ethnic Group" by Daria Markus. 

Completed in 1976 at Loyola Univer– 
sity, Dr. Markus' study provides in– 
teresting clues regarding the future of 
our community. 

Beginning with an overview of Ukrai– 
nian ethnic history - with special 
emphasis on youth groups and their 
leaders - Dr. Markus then addressed 
the then-current situation in our com– 
munity by mailing questionnaires to 515 
people identified as youth leaders. A 
total of 223 (43 percent) responded. 

Of that number, 109 were women, 
1.14 were men. 

Approximately 50 percent were be– 
tween the ages of 21 to 24; 20 percent 
were between 25 and 29; 12 percent were 
30 to 34; and 17 percent were over 35. 

Although 24 percent were born in 
Ukraine, 79 percent were in the United 
States prior to their 14th birthday. 
Some 61 percent started school in the 
United States. 

in terms of religious affiliation, 71 
percent were Catholic, 25 percent were 
Orthodox, and 1 percent were Pro– 
testant. 

Most (95 percent) had two Ukrainian 
parents. 

Over 85 percent had attended Ukrai– 
nian Saturday school for "some time" 
during their lives. Almost half (45 
percent) had persevered for 11 years and 
attained their "matura." 

A little over one-third (37 percent) of 
the subjects were married and of these, 
two-thirds (67 percent) had children. 

The most frequent occupations were 
student (40 percent), teacher, social 
worker, researcher (19 percent) and 
engineer, architect, accountant and 
economist (12 percent). Only 3 percent 
were laborers. 

Most were leaders in Ukrainian 
youth organizations such as Plast (20 
percent), Junior UNWLA (13 percent), 
ODUM (11 percent), various student 
societies (11 percent) and SUM A (7 
percent). 

Asked if they would settle near 
Ukrainians, 77 percent replied in the 
affirmative. 

Given the social, educational and 
organizational background of the re– 
spondents, one can easily conclude that 
they represented the top 5 or 10 percent 
of our community. By any measure 
used, they were definitely a select group, 
literally, the "cream of the Ukrainian 
crop." 

Queried regarding the institutions 
and other factors which had a positive 
influence on their level of ethnic cam– 
mitment, almost all (96 percent) listed 

their family. Other influential sources in 
order of importance were youth organi– 
zations, friends, a desire to have chil– 
dren who were ethnically conscious, 
and personal enrichment. 

Significantly, only 7 percent believed 
"a feeling of duty to remain Ukrainian" 
had an impact on their commitment. 

Only 54 percent listed parish mem– 
bership as a significant factor in deter– 
mining their involvement in Ukrainian 
community life. Dr. Markus discovered t 
that 90 percent of the respondents 
belonged to their parents' church; 36 
percent attended church occasionally; 
23 percent attended regularly. 

Of the items identified as vital to the 
community, 90 percent believed it was 
the improvement of the Ukrainian 
educational system. Although 82 per– 
cent believed attending Ukrainian 
Saturday school was worthwhile, a 
whopping 66 percent believed Ukrai– 
nian teachers were worse than Ameri– 
can teachers. The problem was not what 
was being taught, but how. 

Other items identified as significant 
were better cooperation among various 
Ukrainian political and religious groups 
(86 percent); electing more Ukrainians 
to American political posts (75 percent); 
the establishment of a patriarchate (66 
percent); reorganizing the Ukrainian 
Congress Committee (61 percent); 
preservation of Ukrainian neighbor-
hoods (59 percent); and more contacts 
with Soviet Ukrainians (55 percent). 

The young leaders saw the greatest 
threat to the Ukrainian community in 
mixed marriages (52 percent). Only 34 
percent listed lack of the Ukrainian 
language as a threat. Least threatening 
to the respondents was a successful 
career in the larger American society. 

Space does not permit a more 
thorough review of the many significant 
findings buried in Dr. Markus' disserta– 
tion but the implication is clear. This is 
one dissertation that should not be left 
to gather dust. 

Some 16 years have passed since Dr. 
Markus first compiled her data, and for 
that reason she needs to be pievailed 
upon to repeat her research with today's 
youth leadership. Dr. Markus is not 
done yet. 

"Prevailing" means providing signifi– 
cant moral and financial support. As a 
university professor, community acti– 
vist, mother and wife, Dr. Markus will 
need assistance in gathering new data. 

There is no doubt in my mind that Dr. 
Markus' expanded study would be an 
important first step towards providing 
the kind of data our leaders need if they 
are to make meaningful decisions 
affecting the future of our community. 

Most Ukrainian Americans are 
aware that in comparison to the wealth 
of sophisticated social and historical 
data published by Ukrainian Cana– 
dians, we're poor country bumpkins. 
We have had no significant history of 
our community published since 1937, 
and the dearth of sociological studies is 
appalling. 

Ukraine will soon be independent 
and will need our community more than 
ever, not just for a year or two, but for a 
long, long time. 

Will we be able to help Ukraine if our 
community continues to decline? Can 
we help Ukraind if Ave;cattt help our– 
selves? . ' -'"v"- ' :-'v"' v ' : v : -
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Follow-up on Rukh congress: excerpts of principal addresses 
This week, The Weekly concludes 

publishing excerpts of principal ad-
dresses delivered at the Second'All 
Ukrainian Congress of the Popular 
Movement of Ukraine. The speeches 
were delivered during the first two days 
of the Rukh congress, October 25 and 
26. 

LEONID SHULMAN 
Member of the Rukh Grand Council 
Ukraine: State of inter-ethnic Peace 

"We are fighting so that each nation 
could live a free life in in its own 
independent state. The destruction of 
national enslavement and exploitation 
of one nation by another, and (creation 
of) a system of free nations in their own 
independent states — this is the only 
order that will provide a just resolution 
to the national and social question 
throughout the world. We fight against 
imperialists and empires, because with– 
in them one dominant nation culturally 
and politically enslaves and economi– 
cally exploits other nations..." 

Who is the author of these lines? 
Some internationalist? Actually, this is 
a quote from the political declaration of 
the Ukrainian insurgent Army (UPA) 
written in 1943 — that is, it is the work 
of nationalists. For a long time already 
we have lived in the looking glass world 
of Lewis Carroll where many things are 
inside out, and the words that denote 
them have changed their meanings and 
become the opposite. A person who 
supports national equal rights, a person 
who fights for the right of every nation 
to learn its own language and use it, to 
develop its own culture, to sing its own 
songs, to have a right to its own history 
- therefore, a right to know its own 
past, to be the master of its own present, 
to create its own future — such a person 
is stigmatized as a nationalist. 

This word is used with adjectives: 
Georgian (Lithuanian, Uzbek, etc.) 
bourgeois nationalist. The Jews are 
"luckier"; for them there is a succinct 
term: zionist, regardless of the person's 
attitude toward the doctrine of Herzl. 
Ukrainians are still luckier, they can be 
referred to simply as "samostiynyky," 
"zhovto-blakytnyky," Banderites, or 
Petliurites. 

it is the reverse if a person supports 
the idea of one, indivisible Russian 
empire, is for the subordination of all 
nations to the leading nation (Stalin's 
term); if a person shares the views of the 
Russian tsars, the Black Hundreds or 
White Guards; if a person is convinced 
that the fate of all non-Russian nations 

is their assimiliation with the Great 
Russians, the disappearance of their 
languages, cultures and states by means 
of forgetting their historic past. What 
do we call such a person? A Russian 
nationalist? A great national chauvinist? 
No. in our looking glass world such a 
person must be called an internationa– 
list. ... 

Such an internationalist generally 
does not know, and what is more 
significant, does not recognize other 
languages besides Russian; is nihilisti– 
cally inclined towards any culture, 
including even his own Russian cul– 
ture. ... 

Yet another misinterpreted phrase is 
of interest to us here, that is, socialist 
democracy. This phrase was twice 
inverted. First, we were taught that 
social democracy is dictatorship of the 
proletariat (almost like Orwell: freedom 
is slavery!); second, socialist demo– 
cracy never was dictatorship of the 
proletariat, it was, in fact, dictatorship 
of the nomenklatura. 

The wind of change, which has come 
to be known as perebudova, shook the 
foundation of socialist democracy. The 
nation demands not socialist, but true 
democracy, the authorities respond to 
these demands as has become the norm: 
they use tried and true weapons, the 
principle of divide and conquer. Bloody 
inter-ethnic conflicts arise in various 
parts of the empire. What is evident is 
the similarity of the scenarios. The 
authorities know about preparations 
for the pogroms, yet do not intervene. 
Troops are brought in, sometimes too 
late, but also with instructions not to 
interfere. After the massacre comes a 
declaration of an extraordinary situa– 
tion, the Ministry of internal Affairs 
and other armed forces begin to ope– 
rate, stifling not only those who com– 
mitted pogroms but all informal demo– 
cratic movements. Finally, investiga– 
tions and trials of several "instigators" 
follow, with painstaking efforts to hide 
the real organizers and sponsors of the 
pogroms. .., 

...Why don't those who struggle 
against Ukrainian bourgeois nationa– 
iists come to their senses, having seen 
that among such "nationalists" there are 
many non-Ukrainians: Armenians, 
Tatars, Jews and (O, God) Russians? is 
everything all right with "proletarian 
internationalism"? Perhaps not. And 
this is the guarantee that, once it 
becomes a state, Ukraine will be a state 
of inter-ethnic peace. Sincere thanks to 
Russians who ignore the interfront. 
Sincere thanks to Ukrainians who 
repulsed and continue to repulse Pa– 
miat. Sincere thanks to Jews, Tatars 
and other minorities who were not 
frightened by anti-Ukrainian propa– 
ganda. Sincere thanks to those Ukrai– 
nians whom fate has deprived of their 
native language, but who have under-
stood that Ukraine's sovereignty does 
not in any way threaten their existence. 

May all nations of Ukraine live in a 
free and independent state. Glory to 
Ukraine. 

OLEKSANDER BURAKOvSKY 
vice-chairman of the Rukh Council of 

Nationalities 
inter-ethnic Relations in Ukraine 

...There are no bad nations, there are 
bad people. There is no collective crime 
or hatred — these categories are, 
exclusively, individual. And today the 
important thing is not to forget the past 
(this is impossible, because he who closes 
his eyes to the past is blind to the 
present), but truth and justice based on 
good will and honor. And that is why we 
have no illusions concerning for whom 

it is convenient to sow national en– 
mity. 

...The Ukrainian nation experienced 
such distress and suffering, as did all 
nations who live on this long-suffering 
land. That is precisely why Rukh, at its 
first congress, created the Council of 
Nationalities, adopted many appeals, 
resolutions and declarations. ... 

At the session of the USSR Supreme 
Soviet during the summer, the former 
head of the Ukrainian Supreme Soviet 
stated that we have no problems regard– 
ing the nationalities question and that 
everything is all right. But this is not the 
case. Unfortunately, official policies in 
society are aimed not at uniting nations 
and ethnic societies, but at isolating 
them from each other. Many newly 
created ethnic societies become divided 
by those who should unite them, by 
those who, having declared unity 
and brotherhood, create appropriate 
obstacles. For this they also find appro– 
priate executors. Some societies and 
federations arise artificially, represent 
practically no one, are hot elected, are 
appointed by unknown persons — but it 
is clear for what purpose. 

A striking example of such an unde– 
mocratic, unpractical designation is the 
newly created "Council of Ethnic Socie– 
ties of the Ukrainian SSR" which arose 
as a product of games by the apparat to 
counter the activity of Rukh's Council 
of Nationalities. The statutes of this 
organization were never discussed at 
any assembly, or by an ethnic society; 
delegates for the founding meeting were 
not elected by anyone. 

Such a policy has led to the break-up 
of many ethnic societies ... 

The first congress of Rukh proclaim– 
ed a democratic path of development of 
Ukraine for all its nations. A year has 
passed. On the foundation laid by 
Rukh, parties have now been created: 
Republican, Democratic, Green, So– 
cial-Democratic, National, Christian-
Democratic, Peasants'Democratic, and 
many others. Pluralism — yes, plura– 
lism. 

But the key point is that Rukh should 
express its position regarding these and 
other currents. Unfortunately, one does 
not see this. Some parties, some of them 
democratic, express the thesis: Ukraine 
for Ukrainians. І needn't even mention 
the openly chauvinistic appeals that 
sometimes appear in the publications of 
various undemocratic movements. 

How do national-cultural societies 
react to this? With pain! Today the 
Rukh Council of Nationalities unites 
many national groups, movements, 
federations...in all, 128 nationalities 
live in Ukraine. Not all have equal 
opportunities. 

An analysis of the state of inter-ethnic 
relations in Ukraine allows one to state 
that the process of democratization in 
society significantly lags behind the 
process of achieving sovereignty. That 
is why there is a danger of building a 
sovereign yet undemocratic Ukraine. 

One can also state that the inter-
ethnic peace that, thank God, today is 
dominant, exists due to the activity of 
Rukh... 

That is why, today we perceive Rukh 
as a republican senate in which all party, 
public, national and religious organiza– 
tions that are building an independent, 
free and democratic Ukraine should be 
represented. Only such a Rukh can, in 
our view, become the determining 
factor in the building of a sovereign 
Ukraine. ... 

Brothers! For all of us Ukraine is our 
homeland, its nature will be determined 
only by us. No nation can be free if there 
is no freedom for the Ukrainian nation, 
for which the republic is named. But 

neither can the Ukrainian nation be free 
if other nations of Ukraine are not free. 
That is why we are for the unity of all 
nations of Ukraine in their struggle for 
freedom, for democracy, for the fu– 
ture. ... 

OLEKSANDER SAvCHENKO 
vice-Chairman of Kiev Regional Rukh 
An Economic Model of Sovereign 

Ukraine. 

...1 would like to answer one ques– 
tion: What path should Ukraine follow 
to its economic blossoming? in the 
process of working on an economic 
model for Ukraine, the following is the 
principal conclusion: the path to deve– 
lopment is through state independence 
and a market economy. Everyone 
should finally realize this. The econo– 
mic as well as the political attributes of 
state independence are convenient for 
the Ukrainian nation. 

...in addition, one cannot even think 
about an independent economic policy 
and a radical improvement in the 
quality of life if cash flow and finances 
are directed from Moscow. Within the 
union some republics produce goods, 
while others print paper currency. 
Meanwhile, the center directs this 
exchange, as was the case this year with 
meat (as a result, Ukraine has devalued 
rubles, while other regions have our 
meat, sugar, steel, machine tools). 

...The future economic system of 
Ukraine should have the following 
characteristics: private businesses 
should make up the maximum portion 
of businesses, while state enterprises 
should be as few as possible; prices 
should be dictated by the market...; the 
role of the state in economic life should 
be limited to regulating the amount of 
money in circulation and control over 
inflation; taxes on income should be 
minimal; economic regions and oblasts 
of Ukraine should have great economic 
and political power; the economic 
system should become an integral part 
of the general European economy... 

...The first stage (of this plan) is 
preparatory. During that stage we 
should adopt a series of economic laws, 
determine the economic boundaries of 
Ukraine and stop paying hard currency, 
and perhaps even rubles, to the center 
and create a network for the market 
infrastructure... The second stage is a 
stage of radical changes, it should begin 
with radical privatization of state 
property. During this period we should 
introduce our own currency, and decon– 
trol prices and salaries. The second 
stage should take one year. 

And, finally, the third stage — the 
evolutionary stage. During this stage, 
the economy of Ukraine should already 
be developing on the basis of the 
market, and the standard of living 
should be improving. At this time, there 
should be a reconstruction of the 
economy; the hryvnia should become a 
convertible currency; Ukraine should 
enter into international economic struc– 
tures and, with time, the Common 
Market. ... 

Right now, Rukh is proceeding to 
constructive work, and that is why 
economics must be the focus of its 
policies. Through economics many 
problems can be resolved, including 
inter-ethnic problems and even the 
matter of territorial unity of Ukraine... 

STEPAN KOLESNYK 
Member of Rukh Grand Council 
Rukh and Problems of the village 

For more than 70 years this state, 
conceived of in an evil manner and 

(Continued on page 14) 
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THE ART SCENE 
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A commemorative card from the second exhibit of the Shkliakh Art Society lists the namesof all participating artists. 

Shliakh Art Society organizes 
second group exhibit in Lviv 

"Sadness," painting on silk by Natalka Shumin. 

The state of... 
(Continued from page 7) 

survival of the Soviet Union in fear that 
the disintegration of this artificial 
structure will result in instability. 

Nevertheless, the union will disinte– 
grate, not because of nationalities' 
aggressiveness, but rather because of 
the lack of vision on the part of the 
hardcore government leadership and 
because people like Mr. Gorbachev 
refuse to recognize the signs of the 
times. They want to return to Leonid 
Brezhnev's federalism and to keep the 
independence-minded nations under 
control. 

Nothing terrible will happen if a score 
of independent nations become a part of 
a "European home" or create a Central 
Asian confederation. 

The fear that, upon joining the 
United Nations, they all will add to the 
number of mini-states in the body, is 
unjustified. Ukraine and Byelorussia 
would continue their present member-
ship in the U.N., but now as truly inde– 
pendent and responsible nations in their 

own right. Russia would succeed the 
USSR in the U.N., and would assume its 
place as a permanent member on the 
Security Council. 

Some economic and other ties be– 
tween individual republics will be 
maintained, not through an imposed 
union treaty, but through bilateral 
arrangements by free and sovereign 
nations. 

A.M. Rosenthal rightly points out in 
his recent article in The New York 
Times (October 30, 1990) that: 

"Now it is clearly in our interest, 
political and moral, to search out 
peoples and organizations, in Russia, 
Ukraine, the Baltics, Georgia, Armenia, 
and make judgments about which are 
working for a democratic future. We 
cannot do much now, but at least we can 
channel aid to the passengers, not to the 
failed captain and his frightened offi– 
cers." 

Whether we follow this advice or not, 
there are many signs that this year the 
October Revolution parade was the last 
one. No regrets for its demise or that 
of the sinking empire. 

"Memory," terracotta sculpture by Mykola Andrushchuk. 

Lviv - The Shliakh Art Society 
opened its second exhibit on August 3 at 
the National Museum of Lviv. The 
opening of the J6-artist exhibit was 
reminiscent of an old world European 
style opening day. 

Patrons were greeted by O. Y. Nova– 
kivsky, director of the National Mu– 
seum of Lviv, Yurko Boyko, head of 
Shliakh, and ihor Kalynets, poet. A 
reception provided the artists and 
guests a forum for sharing impressions 
and opinions of the works over coffee 
and cognac. 

viewers familiar with Shliakh's pre– 
vious work will note the group's artistic 
growth. The premier Shliakh exhibit 
was an introduction to the group's 
existence and, therefore, was a retro– 
spective encompassing works created 
during the period 1975-1988. The se– 
cond exhibit brings together a diversity 
of works created after 1988. 

Each of the 16 artists excels in his or 
her medium; each expresses a style 
uniquely his or her own, from the 
melancholy tranquility of Mykola 
Krytsky to the vivid aggression of 

Mykhailo Krasnyk, the serene land-
scape of brothers Andriy and Petro 
Hymeniuk to the glaring alleys of 
Yurko Koch, the outrageousness of 
Yaroslav Shymin to the soft melody of 
Halyna Novozhenets, the wisdom of 
Bohdan Turetsky to the searching of 
Adrian Helytovych. 

Other artists participating in the 
exhibit of paintings, ceramics, graphics 
and sculpture were Mykola Andrush– 
chuk, Hanna Drul, volodymyr Kauf– 
man, volodymyr Homza, Natalka 
Shymin, Stepan Yuzefiv and Eva Mar– 
kevich-Caruk. 

This diverse group of artists have 
come to be known as the "visimdesiat– 
nyky." The group Shliakh was formed 
in reaction to the suppression of artistic 
individuality of the 1970s. Refusing to 
comply with the established Soviet art 
form, the group's members were forced 
into isolation in order to maintain their 
artistic integrity. According to Mr. 
Kalynets, a former political prisoner, 
"Their works are honest, sincere and 
unpretentious. І feel spiritual unity with 
these artists." 
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MUSIC REVIEWS 

A young soprano's notable recital Kvitka Cisyk's "Dva Kol iory" 
by Taras Pavlovsky 

NEW YORK -– The audience at the 
Ukrainian National Home in New 
York recently witnessed a concert 
by a young soprano who stands 
at the forefront among Ukrai– 
nian singers today, Oksana Charuk. 
Those in attendance were treated to a 
varied repertoire too rarely heard in the 
Ukrainian community: 14 selections 
and two encores in five languages, 
ranging from 18th century Handel to 
20th century contemporary Ukrainian 
composer Bohdanna Filts. 

This was Ms. Charuk's graduation 
recital from the Ukrainian Music insti– 
tute's New York branch, where she 
studied with Lauran Fulton-Corson. 

Ms. Charuk shows a comfortable 
stage presence, relaxed and playful in 
Richard Strauss' "Muttertandelei," 
convincingly coquettish in Puccini's 
"Quando m'en vo' "from"LaBoheme," 
reserved and at times almost too de– 
tached in heavily introspective pieces 
like Wolf's "verschwiegene Liebe," 
more responsive in the same composer's 
"verborgenheit." 

Her acting in the tongue-in-cheek 
encore "1 long to be a Prima Donna" by 
victor Herbert displayed a hitherto 
undemonstrated flair for musical co–. 
medy. it would be to her advantage to 
carry over some of the sheer enjoyment 
of this piece to other selections. 

Arias like Debussy's Air de Lia from 
"L'Enfant Prodigue"and Puccini's "Tu, 
che di gel sei cinta" from Turandot, 
which require a wide range of emotion, 
were expressively sung, but could have 
benefitted from a more active physical 
involvement in keeping with the vocal 
interpretation. The attractive flexibility 
of phrasing found in the Ukrainian 
selections, like Kosenko's ardent 
"Sumnyi Ya," Lysenko's dramatic 
"Spy, Dytynko Moya," and the haunt– 
ing unaccompanied folk song "Zoloti 
Kliuchi," was largely present also in the 
italian and French arias. Much of the 
German lieder, however, suffered from 
too literal an adherence to the printed 
page. Tempo contrasts and gradations 
in tone color could have been accen– 
tuated here to better advantage. Ms. 
Charuk has a working grasp of the 
italian and German languages, but her 
French could use some polishing. 

Ms. Charuk has an exceptionally 
sound vocal technique for someone who 
is not on the professional stage. This 
concert was virtually a demonstration 
of that technique, from the effortless 
high C and crisp coloratura of Handel's 
"Praise the Lord" (although lacking a 
trill) to the continuity of line through-
out, h few minor deviations in pitch 
aside. Her top notes are so secure as to 

YALENKA UKRAINIAN 
CULTURAL SbClETY 
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actually interfere with interpretation: 
Lia's hysterical cries of "Azael, Azael!" 
should not sound so easy to reach, if 
there is a major technical shortcoming, 
it is that the lower register often loses 
color, although the emphatic low phrase 
"per non vederlo piu!" in Liu's aria was 
very effective. 

One more issue concerning vocal 
technique should be mentioned: in folk 
songs like D. Zadora's "Hey, 1 vane" and 
Filts' "Oy Letila Zozulenka" the awk– 
ward transitions necessitated by alter– 
nating between Ukrainian folk style and 
classical vocal technique diminished the 
impact these songs could have had, were 
they sung throughout in the style for 
which they were meant. The popular 
fallacy that there is just one true 
technique does not serve the interests of 
either German, French or Ukrainian 
repertoire. 

Having made significant strides in her 
formal training and standing on the 
threshold of a potential career, Ms. 
Charuk's direction of emotional deve– 
lopment is promising, her technique 
soundly in place. As she gains the 
security to rely more on her own 
musical instincts in addition to her 
technique, she will begin to realize her 
potential as a true artist. 

Accompanist John Kolody provided 
solid, authoritative support through-
out, but must have been having an off 
day, judging by the missed notes. 
(The Ukrainian National Home is to be 
commended for finally purchasing an 
instrument acceptable for musical 
performance.) 

The bilingual program notes explain– 
ing each selection were attractively 
prepared, although one would have 
liked to see the full texts of the poems 
for the art songs. And certainly opus 
numbers and the names of significant 
poets like Morike and Eichendorff 
should have been mentioned. 

Last but not least, as usual the 
audience's behavior was less than 
exemplary, with people taking flash 
photos during the music within mo– 
ments of being asked not to, allowing 
children to run around during the 
performance, and rustling candy wrap– 
pers and other papers pretty much 
continuously. However, the public did 
seem to enjoy itself immensely from the 
first song to the last bite of refreshments 
afterwards, if bountiful applause and 16 
bouquets of flowers are any indication. 
That an essentially serious musical 
program met with such enthuasiastic 
acceptance gives us hope for the future, 
after all. 

As another harbinger of the future, 
noted Ukrainian violinist Kyrylo Stet– 
senko, present at the recital, was suffi– 
ciently impressed with Ms. Charuk to 
begin arrangements for her to give a 
concert tour of Ukraine. 

S1NCE 1928 
SENKO FUNERAL HOMES 
New York's only Ukrainian family owned fc 

operated funeral homes 

^ Traditional Ukrainian services personally 
conducted 

^ Funerals arranged throughout Bklyn, Bronx, 
New York, Queens, Long island, etc. 

^ Holy Spirit, St. Andrews Cem. fc all others 
international shipping 

^ Pre-need arrangements 
Senko Funeral Home 

83-15 Parsons Blvd., Jamaica, N.Y. 11432 
718-657-1793 

Senko Funeral Home Hempstead Funeral Home 
213 Bedford Ave. 89 Peninsula Blvd. 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211 Hempstead, N.Y. 11550 
1-71S-388-4416 1 -51H81-7A60 

24 HOURS 7 DAYS A WEEK 

by Orysia Paszczak Tracz 

in her new album "Dva Koliory — 
Two Colors," Kvitka Cisyk surpasses 
what she set out to do in her dedication: 
"This collection of songs is dedicated to 
the spirit of the Ukrainian soul, whose 
wings can never be broken... This effort 
is meant to help stitch together the 
sundered embroideries that are the 
fabric of a noble culture." (1 can't help 
but think how much better these words 
sound in the Ukrainian original, and 
how inadequate English becomes.) 

From the first to the last note, the 
listener is embraced and caressed by a 
beautiful clear voice singing exquisite 
songs, exceptionally arranged and 
accompanied, it is evident that each 
song was lovingly selected for its me– 
lody and lyrics, and just as carefully 
arranged. Kvitka's voice, and her inter– 
pretation of each song are special, but 
the extra element is the orchestration — 
І can't remember another Ukrainian 
album with such lush and sensitive 
accompaniment. This could not have 
been accomplished without the singer's 
fine understanding — and appreciation 
— of each song. 

Picking a favorite song on this album 
is impossible. The more you listen to 
each one, the more nuances you find — 
no matter how many times before you 
may have heard the song performed by 
someone else. This happens in the Song 
Cycle, with piano accompaniment by 
Kvitka's sister Maria Cisyk. The four 
songs, two striletski and two folk, make 
you listen to the lyrics and the melody, 
because they are presented so precisely. 
"Oi, Ne Svity Misiachenku," sung so 
often by a shrill soprano, used to be a 
song to avoid hearing. But for the first 
time, 1 did not cringe at the high notes, 
which were effortless and smooth. And 
the bittersweet lyrics were appreciated. 
So are the ones in "Kolys, Divchyno 
Myla." 

"Zhuravli" (Chuyesh, Brate Miy), 
music by L. Lepkyi, is sung lovingly, 
conveying the foreseen sadness and loss 
of final farewell. The string accom– 
paniment is perfect. Bohdan Lepkyi 
wrote "vydysh, Brate Miy" not "chu– 
yesh," and yet already by the early 1920s 
songbooks had the latter word in the 
lyrics. And it's been "chuyesh" ever 
since. Wonder what the Lepky brothers 
would have thought. 

"Dva Koliory" by D. Pavlychko; O. 
Bilash — the title song — makes me 
almost forget Dmytro Hnatiuk's ver– 
sion. in Kvitka's phrasing, 1 hear the 
lyrics as if for the first time, and 
appreciate how poetic and meaningful 
they truly are. Again, the orchestration 
adds that special touch. 

"Cheremshyna," by M. Jurichuk^ W. 
Mykhailiuk, is another song to hear 
anew. The harp and strings, combined 
with the voice, are wonderful. And the 
poetry of those lyrics! "De Ту Teper"by 
v. Homoliaka^l. Shamo is a soft, lush 
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waltz, with beautiful harmonizing by 
the singer. "Kokhannia,"by 1. Bilozir^P. 
Zapotichny, is the only contemporary 
upbeat song on this album, in a version 
different from vatra's. 

Folk songs, sung so often at camp, 
will never seem the same. "Teche 
Richka Nevelychka" becomes an art 
song. Again, the strings carry the song 
along on their waves — the instrumen– 
tal portion is especially lovely. "Oi, 
vershe, Miy vershe," the heartbreaking 
Lemko lament of longing for youth and 
home, is so beautifully sung. The 
melody of this song is so wonderful, no 
wonder it is such a favorite. 

"Pry vatri," the classic Plast camp-
fire song by G. Starosolsky^ G. Pia– 
setskyj, has finally been recorded - and 
so well. Few songs have combined lyrics 
and melody so intimately and so beau– 
tifully. The orchestration adds to the 
beauty. Now for Kvitka to record R. 
Kupchynsky's "Chy Znayesh Ту" on her 
next album! 

Kvitka takes volodymyr ivasiuk's 
"Ya Pidu v Daleki Hory" and carries it 
into the heavens. This song is totally 
transformed from its usual bee-bop 
arrangement. The change reminds me 
of Barbra Streisand's renditions, such 
as her "Who's Afraid of the Big, Bad 
Wolf," and "Soon it's Gonna Rain." 
Just this song alone is worth the price of 
the cassette. 

"Oi, Zahraly Muzyky" becomes a 
country tune, Ukrainian style. Kvitka's 
"Kolomyiky" also are sung in an open 
voice, which takes some time to get used 
to - 1 prefer her other voices. 

Any criticisms? Not about the music 
or singing. Kvitka needs to brush up on 
her Lemko dialect - it's "yuzh," not 
"ush" (the Lemko word for "already"), 
and some of the accents are off. Some 
credits were missing from the accom– 
panying blurb. (L. Lepkyi wrote the 
melody for "Zhuravli," and his brother 
Bohdan wrote the lyrics. The former 
also wrote "Kolys, Divchyno Myla"and 
"1 Snylosia"). 

Kvitka Cisyk has blended her exten– 
sive American professional and com– 
mercial musical experience with her 
knowledge of and feeling for Ukrainian 
songs. The combination is perfect. So 
often our singers just parrot the lyrics 
without the deep feeling and under-
standing of each song. The difference in 
Kvitka's renditions is immediately 
audible. A long time ago, Kvitka was a 
pioneer, with her album "ivanku" (with 
irene Biskup). She received four top 
awards at the Festival ^8 of contempo– 
rary Ukrainian North American music 
in Edmonton after her next album 
"Kvitka," but long before this album 
came out. 

if only this album could get play on 
American radio — one song would be 
enough - in the way other foreign-
language recordings have become po– 
pular in the past. І look forward to 
Kvitka's next album with much antici– 
pation, and wish her well. This is also a 
selfish wish, because then 1 will be able 
to enjoy another collection of songs the 
way only she can select and sing. 

"Dva Koliory — Two Colors," was 
released by KMC Records inc.; execu– 
tive producer, Ed Rak. it is distributed 
by the Yevshan Corp. of Montreal, 
Quebec, and Champlain, N.Y. 

HUCULKA 
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2860 Buhre Ave. Suite 2R 
Bronx, NY 10461 
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NEW RELEASES 

Catalogue of Harvard publications 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - The ,– 

Harvard Ukrainian Research institute 
(HUR1) recently published a 49-page 
catalogue of its publications. Divided 
into seven distinct series, the publi– 
cations listed and described in the 
catalogue form a large and diverse 
sample of scholarship in areas such as 
Ukrainian history, language, literature 
and political science. 

The Monograph Series features such 
vorks as John Fizer's "Alexander A. 

Potebnja's Psycholinguistic Theory of 
Literature: A Metaphysical inquiry" 
(1989); Frank Sysyn's "Between Poland 
and Ukraine: The Dilemma of Adam 
Kysil, 1600-1653" (1985); and Zenon 
Kohut's "Russian Centralism and 
Ukrainian Autonomy: imperial Ab– 
sorption of the Hetmanate, 1760s-
1830s" (1988). L 

The latest addition to the Mono-
graph Series is George Shevelov's "The l 
Ukrainian Language in the First Half of 1 
the Twentieth Century (1900-1941): its j 
State and Status" (1989). Prof, t 
Shevelov's book traces the develop– c 
ment of modern standard Ukrainian ( 
and its relationship to the political and 1 
cultural conditions in various regions of і 
Ukraine. 1 

The Sources and Documents Series ( 
includes compilations of source 
material, guides to archival materials, 1 
conference proceedings and annotated j 
bibliographies. A recent addition to this j 
series is "Ethnicity and National iden– ! 
4ty" (Oleh Wolowyna, ed., 1986), the 1 

rst quantitative analysis of the demo– 1 
graphic and socioeconomic characteris– t 
tics of a representative sample of І 
Ukrainians in the U.S. j 

The other publications series in– 1 
eluded in the catalogue are the Harvard 1 
Series in Ukrainian Studies (publica– і 
tions and reprints published in Munich 
by the Fink verlag in the early 1970s), 1 
the Renovatio Series (published jointly 
with the istituto Universitario Orien– 1 
tale, Naples), Studies in Ottoman ' 
Documents Pertaining to Ukraine and 
the Black Sea Countries, Ukrainian 1 

MONTREAL - victor Mishalow, 
the well-known bandurist from Austra– 
lia, offers a third volume of bandura 
music in the classical and traditional 
folk styles. 

Works include the partita for Ban-
dura (H. Kytasty) and works by Western 
composers such as Bach, Mendelssohn, 
and Handel, as well as Mishalow's own 
"Christmas Fantasy," a medley based 
on Ukrainian carols. 

The bandura played by Mr. Misha– 
low was made by ivan Kezlia of Cher– 
iihiv, Ukraine, and the recording was 
nade digitally by George Mishalow, at 

G Л L Studios in Sydney, Australia. 
Mr. Mishalow was born in Sydney 

and began to study bandura at age 11. 
He later studied with Hryhory Bazhul, a 
former student of Hnat Khotkevych 
and "father of the modern concert 
bandura." in 1978, he received a grant 
from the Australia Arts Council and 
travelled to North America to continue 
his studies with prominent members of 
the Taras Shevchenko Bandurist Cho– 
rus in Detroit. 

in 1979-1981, he received a scholar-
ship to attend the Tchaikovsky Con– 
servatory in Kiev, where he studied with 
professor Serhij Bashtan. in Kiev, he 
also studied with Heorhy Tkachenko, 
the last remaining bandurist who conti– 
nues to perform in the authentic Kobzar 

HARVARD UKRAINIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

PUBLICATIONS 
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Harvard Series in Ukrainian Studies 

Studies Fund publications and the 
Harvard Library of Early Ukrainian 
Literature. This last series encompasses 
the publications of the Harvard Project 
commemorating the Millennium of 
Christianity in Ukraine; presently, the 
library stands at nine volumes; seven 
facsimile editions and two English 
translations. Three more volumes are 
expected to be published this year. 

The catalogue also offers a subscrip– 
tion to Harvard Ukrainian Studies, the 
journal of the Harvard Ukrainian 
Research institute. Harvard Ukrainian 
Studies is a forum for the exchange of 
research in Ukrainian studies; its aim is 
to foster an interdisciplinary approach 
to the field, it publishes articfes, reviews 
and documents with analysis or inter– 
pretation of topics in history, language, 
literature or related disciplines. Con– 
tributors include both established 
scholars and younger researchers in 
Ukrainian and Slavic studies, among 
them HUR1 associates. 

A copy of the publications catalogue 
may be obtained free of charge by 
writing to the Harvard University 
Ukrainian Studies Fund, 1583 Massa– 
chusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02138. 

tradition. He also studied conducting 
and voice. 

Mr. Mishalow holds a bachelor's 
degree in musicology from the Univer– 
sity of Sydney, and a diploma in musical 
education. He is credited with over 30 
articles and publications in the field. 
Performing is an important facet of Mr. 

Mishalow's work. He has given recitals 
and has made appearances in the U.S., 
Canada, Europe and Australia, and has 
recently completed several concert tour 
in Ukraine. 

The works included in "Bandura ill 
— The Classical Bandura" are: "Partita 
for Bandura," Hryhory Kytasty: 1. 
"Prelude" 2. "Fragments of Lviv" 3. 
"Spring Song" 4. "Sonatina" 5. "Echo 
of the Steppes" 6. "Moment Musi– 
caux"; "Siciliana" Johann S. Bach, 
"Song Without Words," Felix Mendel– 
ssohn; "Romance," Rheinhold Gliere; 
"Chaconne." George F. Handel, 

MONTREAL - A new recording 
has been released by the Yavir Quartet 
of Kiev. The songs include popular, lyri– 
cal, patriotic, and selections. The 
cassette was recorded digitally in Ca– 
nada during their 1989 concert tour. 

The Yavir Men's vocal Quartet was 
formed in 1966, and consists of: bari– 
tone v. Didukh, bass v. Reus, tenor v. 
Prutkin and tenor O. Kharchenko. in 
their broad repertoire, they include 
songs from all over the world. But the 
majority are songs by Ukrainian com– 
posers. 

Yavir vol. 2 (5U 108), includes the 
following: Side A: "Dumy Moyi"; 
"Hey, vydno Selo"; "Poviyav viter 
Stepovyi"; "Hey, Wy Striltsi Sichoyi"; 
"Chom, Chom, Chom Zemle Moya"; 
"Oy Chyito Kin Stojit"; "Smereka"; "Za 
Bayrakonu Bayrak"; "Oy na Hori, 
Tsyhany Stoyaly"; Side B: "Dva 
Koliory"; "Yikhav Kozak Mistom"; 
"Така yiyi Dolia"; "Z Dalekoho 
Krayu"; "Z Hory vysokoyi viter Povi– 
vaye";"Udovytsiu ya Liubyv"; "Stavok 
Zasnuv"; "Yikhav Kozak za Dunay." 

The cassette may be purchased from 
the Yeyshan Corp. The retail cost is 

ALEXANDRIA, va. -The popular 
coloring book "Color it Ukrainian," 
written and illustrated by ingert 
Kuzych-Berezovsky and first released in 
1980, has recently been re-released by 
the author. 

The 64-page book features drawings 
for each letter of the alphabet, a voca– 
bulary list, and a pronunciation guide as 
well as maps and illustrations on learn– 
ing how to count and tell time in Ukrai– 
nian. There are also drawings that 
depict animals, flowers, trees and 
Ukrainian symbols, architecture, folk 
art and traditional costumes. 

The introductory nature of "Color it 
Ukrainian" is geared to both youngsters 
and adults; for the former, the edition 
now includes puzzles and songs and for 
the latter, updated and expanded, albeit 
brief, historical essays. 

"Color it Ukrainian" (and a compa– 
nion version "Color it German") was 
first conceived, assembled and distri– 
buted by Dr. Kuzych while he was a 
graduate student at Michigan State 
University in order to help pay for his 
education. Currently, Dr. Kuzych is an 

"Christmas Fantasy on Ukrainian 
Carol Themes," victor Mishalow. 

The cassette recording may be pur-
chased from Yevshan Corp. The retail 
cost is S8.98 (U.S.) or S10.98 (Cana– 
dian) for each tape. For additional 
information, write to or call: Yevshan 
Corp. Box 325, Beaconsfield, Quebec 
H9W 5T8 (or call, 514-630-9858; FAX, 
514-630-9960). 

Other recordings by Mr. Mishalow 
available on the Yevshan label are: 
Bandura vol. 1 (CYFP 1017) and 
Bandura vol. 2 (CYFP 1035). 

S8.98 (U.S.) or S10.98 (Canadian) for 
each tape. For additional information, 
write to or call: Yevshan Corp. Box 325, 
Beaconsfield, Quebec H9W 5T8; (514) 
630-9858, or FAX: (514) 630-9960. 

agronomist working for the U.S. go– 
vernment in Washington. 

"Color it Ukrainian" is available for 
S5 (U.S.) plus Si postage from ingert 
Kuzych, P.O. Box 8363, Alexandriâ  
va. 22306-8363. Substantial discounts 
are available for quantity orders froif 
Ukrainian schools, stores or festivals.̂  
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Notice to publishers and authors 
.it is The Ukrainian Weekly's policy to run news items and tor reviews 

of newly published books, booklets and reprints, as well as records 
and premiere issues of periodicals, only after receipt by the editorial 
offices of a copy of the material in question. 

News items sent without a copy of the new release will not be 
published. 

Send new releases and information (where publication may be pur-
chased, cost, etc.) to: The Editor, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgo– 
mery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302. 

Third volume of bandura music 

Recording by Yavir Quartet 

Re-release of "Color it Ukrainian 
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Sports association organizes 
team to compete in Ukraine 

Tryzub hosts tennis tournament 

by Eugene Zyblikewycz 

This summer a historic event will take 
place in the sports annals of Ukrainians 
living in the d iaspora . Under the 
auspices of the Ukrainian Sports Asso– 
ciation of America and Canada 
(USAAC), athletes will be traveling to 
Ukraine in 1991 to compete in soccer, 
tennis, volleyball and swimming. Chess 
players also will accompany the 
athletes. 

Current plans call for the departure 
of an American-Canadian sports dele– 
gation, some 120 strong, on June 19, 
1991, and return on July 1. The hub city 
for the 11-day sports festival will be 

Lviv, with excurs ions to Ternopi l , 
D rohobych , ivano-Frank ivske and 
Uzhhorod expected to take place. 

The main attraction of this tour will 
be the celebration of the 80th armiver– 
sary of Ukra ina Ukra in ian Spor t s 
Club. This event will take place in Lviv 
on Saturday, June 22, in the 40,000 seat 
Ukraina stadium, featuring a parade of 
athletes, opening ceremonies and the 
USAAC-Karpaty soccer match. 

For the 120-memberUSAACdelega– 
tion, all costs of lodging, food and local 
and inter-city transportation will be 
covered by the Ukrainian Sports Asso– 
ciation of Ukraine. The only cost that 

(Continued on page 13) 

THIS CHRISTMAS GIVE YOUR CHILDREN AND GRANDCHILDREN 
A LASTING GIFT OF THEIR HERITAGE! 

" A V R A M E N K O 

A N D H1S D A N C E S " 

A documentary video record of Yasile Avramenko's 
Ukrainian folk dances: Hopak Kolom, Arkan and Honi– 
viter. Hopak Kolom is used for instructional por– 
poses. vasile Avramenko is featured dancing and 
there is a brief description of his life and work as a 
dancer and teacher. 

This video is available for a donation to the Founda– 
tion of S50.00 or more, plus handling and mailing of 
S5.00. The S55.00 total price includes the tape, a 
19 x 24 poster of the video cover in color and a 
brochure describing the video. 

Make your checks payable to the Ukrainian Heritage 
Foundation and send them to: 
І 0 4 7 Wingate Road, Poland, Ohio 4 4 5 1 4 

Canadian donations should be equivalent to U.S. 
funds. 
"^Foundation is tax-exempt. 

H O R S H A M , Pa . - Dur ing the 
weekend of September 29-30, the Try– 
zub Ukrainian Sports Center hosted its 
Third Annual fall tennis tournament 
here at Tryzubivka. The tournament 
was conducted as part of the celebration 
of Tryzub'S 40th anniversary. The fall 
weather was beautiful in Horsham, and 
the action on the tennis courts was hot. 

in the women's group, the champion 
again was Slava Pawlichka Lee, who 
defeated ivanka Fedyk in the finals, 6-2, 
6-4. The playoff for the third place was 
won by Slava's sister, Marijka Tatun– 
chak, over Luba Buhaj, 6-2, 6-0. 

in the men's division there were many 
close and interesting matches, in the 
finals George Sawchak prevailed over 
Paul Rollick by the score of 6-4,3-6,6-
0. 

The semi-finals also were close. Mr. 
Sawchak defeated Jerry Tymkiw, 7-5, 
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B B W SECOND OFFER!! H ^ ^ 
GUARANTEE THE C0MPLET10N OF YOUR 

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF UKRAINE 
І AND SAYEKІ 

Prepared and published in 
Canada by the Canadian 
i n s t i t u t e of Ukra in i an 
S tudies , the C a n a d i a n 
Foundat ion for Ukrainian 
Studies and S h e v c h e n k o 
Scientific Society (Sarcelles 
France), three volumes of 
the Encyclopedia are yel to 
be completed. 

in response to cont inued 
requests after the termina– 
tion of the first prepayment 
offer, the Foundation has 
arranged a second time-lim– 
ited special pre-publication 
price for the three volumes, 
which should become avail-

able in 1992-1993 (publica– 
tion da tes are subject to 
change). All three can be 
purchased for a total price 
of 3325. This is a real sav– 
ings of Si55 over the pro– 
jected retail prices. Ensure 
that you, or persons getting 
the Encyclopedia as a gift 
from you, will receive the 
remaining three volumes. 

Send your c h e q u e or 
money order for S325 to 
CFUS now. (Ou t s ide 
Canada prices are in US 
do l l a r s ) . For add i t i ona l 
informat ion , con tac t the 
CFUS office at: 
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Канадська 
Фундація 

Українських 
Студій 

Canad ian Fondation 
Foundat ion canadienne 
for Ukra in i an des e tudes 
Studies ukra in iennes 

500-433 Main Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 1B3 
Phone: 957-1541 Fax: 947-6834 

TH1S OFFER EXPlRES JANUARY ЗІ, 199!!! 

6-1, and Mr. Rollick sneaked by George 
Hrabel, Carpathian Ski Club-Boston, 
1-6, 6-2, 6-4. The playoff for third place 
was won by Mr. Tymkiw over Mr. 
Hraber by a close score of 3-6,6-2,6-1. 

Other interesting matches were Ro– 
bert Lee against George Popel, Mr. 
Hraber vs. ihor Buhaj, Alex Mychaluk 
against Walter Dziwak, and Lubko 
Olesnyckyj vs. Bohdan Siryj. 

During the closing ceremonies, pre– 
senting the trophies were ihor Chyzo– 
wych, president of Tryzub; Jerry Ko– 
zak, president of the Eastern Division of 
the Ukrainian Sports Association of the 
U.S. and Canada; Roman Sawchak, 
president emeritus of Tryzub, and Mr. 
Sawchak, tournament director. 

The next tennis tournament at Try– 
zubivka is planned for the weekend of 
May 4-5, 1991. 

Sitch sponsors golf tourney in N.J. 
by Bohdan W. Harasym 

M O N T A G U E , N . J . - The 11th 
annual Sitch Golf Tournament was held 
under beautiful skies here at the High 
Point Country Club on September 15. 

Sixty-seven golfers participated in 
this annual event which this year did not 
have a hole-in-one, the highlight of the 
1989 tournament. However, there were 
memorable shots by every participant, 
some which they will always remember, 
some which they will certainly forget. 

The winner of the low gross score, 
i.e., the best score, went to Nick Salata 
who shot 81, followed closely by Ro– 
man Luzniak. in the low net — first 

SKIN 
DISEASES 

SK1N CANCER 

VENEREAL 
DISEASES 

HAIR LOSS 
COLLAGEN 1NJECT10NS 

and 
WR1NKLE TREATMENTS 

JACOB 
BARAL, M.D. 

American Dermatology 
Center 

(212) 2471700 
210 Central Park South 

New York, N.Y. 
(bet. B'way S 7th Ave.) 

Open on Saturday 
e Accepted By A 

division, the winner was vitaly Zin– 
kevych, while second and third were 
shared by two brothers, Walter and 
Peter Wynarchuk. 

in the low net - second division, the 
winner was a first-time participant, 
Michael Gudzy, while second place was 
taken by George Stasiuk and third was 
taken by Jerry Kochan. 

The longest drive was hit by Walter 
Wilczak, Alex Popovich came closest to 
the pin on the 18th hole, while the most 
improved golfer from last year was 
Orest Petrenko. 

The committee of Bohdan Harasym, 
George Tarasiuk and Nestor Olesnycky 
were most grateful to vitaliy Zinkevich 
for emceeing the evening festivities, 
handing out trophies, and the many 
beautiful door prizes. The door prizes 
were the result of donations by the 
following organiza t ions : Ukra in ian 
National Association, Sunday Realty 
Group inc., Self-Reliance, (Newark, 
N.J.), Federal Credit Union, Union 
Funeral Home^Lytwyn and Lytwyn, 
Tr ident Federa l Savings and Loan 
A s s o c i a t i o n , A l e x a n d e r E. S m a l 
Agency, Dnipro Co. and Salamander 
Shoes. 

The highlight of the presentations 
was the special trophy honoring the 
golfer who traveled the furthest, i.e., 
"the longest drive." Three golfers from 
Florida attended and it came down to a 
matter of several blocks between Ro– 
man and Louis Luzniak and since Louis 
lives several blocks south of his brother, 
R o m a n , he was the winner of the 
"longest drive." 
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APARTMENT FOR RENT 
Four rooms with heat and 
hot water in Jersey City, 

Heights area. 
Call (201) 963-7698 

WE ARE ACCEPT1NG 
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS 
IN THE WEEKLY 

We invite our readers, organizations, businessmen, merchants and individuals to relay 
their Christmas greetings in The Ukrainian Weekly. What better way to make your traditional 
holiday greetings unique, distinctive and memorable? 

RATE: for ads measuring 1 inch by 1 column - S7.00 
all larger ads - S5.00 per column7inch 

Deadlines: December 14, 1990 (for December 21 issue) 
December 15, 1990 (for January 4 issue) 

Send your special Christmas greeting, along with the appropriate fee, to: 

THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY 
30 Montgomery Street Jersey City, N.J 07302 
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Newsbriefs... 
(Continued from page 2) 

1989. t he re were 16 births per 1,000 
people; and the child mortality rate was 
recorded at 13 deaths per 1,000 new-
boms in the last year. 

During the decade the number of 
retirees grew to 17 percent and now 
accounts for 21 percent of the total 
popu la t ion . The death rate in the 
republic was 11.6 per 1,000 people and 
is expected to rise to 12.6 by the year 
2000. 

in the area of finances, there was a 
25.6 percent increase in 1989 in the 
average monthly salary compared to 
four years ago: the average employee 
earned 218.50 rubles per month last 
year. One-fifth of the total population, 
10.4 mill ion people, live below the 
poverty line, set at a monthly income of 
100 rubles (RFE1RL Daily Report) 

e MOSCOW - At the recently-held 
seventh congress of Ukrainian journa– 
lists, an independent republican journa– 
lists' union was formed and will seek to' 
defend the professional and social rights 
of journa l i s t s . The main principles 
underlying the new creative union's 
work will be tolerance and respect for 
different phi losophies , guaran teed 
freedom of expression and conscience 
for members of the union, and the 
priority of values common to all man-
kind. 

incidentally, the republic's govern– 
ment has decided to grant each mem– 
ber of the creative union additional 
floorspace: 10 square meters over the 
existing entitlements. (Moscow Radio, 
as quoted by the Foreign Broadcast 
information Service) 

Sports association... 
(Continued fmm uage 12) 

our athletes will incur is the cost of 
transportation to Ukraine. (For 
planning purposes, the preliminary cost 
estimate for round trip airfare from 
New York to Lviv is S900.) 

The North American delegation is 
current ly being assembled and the 
purpose of this article is to attempt to 
put together the swimming delegation. 

The official swim team will consist of 
10 women and 10 men, the best two in 
the individual medley, freestyle, back-
s t roke , b reas t s t roke and butterfly 
events. 

The criteria that will be used for 
selecting the swimming delegation is as 
follows: 

1) The swimmer must be of Ukrainian 
descent (i.e. whose father or mother is 
Ukrainian). The ability to speak Ukrai– 
nian is desirable, but not a prerequisite. 

2) The swimmer must be 15 years of 
age or older (as of June 19, 1991). 

3) The swimmer's times must be faster 
than one of the three following time 
standards. The time standards depicted 
are 1989-1990 United States swimming 
standards for the 15-16 age group, level 
"A" minimum. To be considered, a 
swimmer must qualify in just one of the 
six events listed. 

25-yard pool 

Event 
50 free 

100 free 
100 back 
100 breast 
100 fly 
200 ind. medley 

Women 
28.39 

1:01.69 
1:09.69 
1:18.39 
1:07.59 
2:30.49 

S E E K I N G A R C H I V A L F I L M S 
of life in the Ukraine for documentary 

home movies from the 40's Ь 50's 
any film format-16mm,8mm or other 
phone Jacki Ochs at 212-505-8048 

Event 
50 free 

100 free 
100 back 
100 breast 

25-meter pool 

Women 
31.29 

1:08.19 
1:16.69 
1:26.69 

Men 
25.59 
55.49 

1:02.89 
1:09.99 
1:01.19 
2:17.39 

Men 
28.29 

1:01.39 
1:09.49 
1:17.39 

союзіекА ш SOYUZIVKA 
Ukrainian National Association t s ta te 

FooOno^ Rood Ke -UUn . New York 12446 
^ Ql4-6?6-564l 

A Yea, R o u J Resort 

THE BEST CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR YOUR WIFE -

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS 
WITH YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS 

at SOYUZIVKA 
Come to Soyuzivka and celebrate Christmas with us 

December 24th to December 25th 
or 

January 6th to January 7th 

The special rate of S66.30 per person, wi l l include, 
traditional Christmas Eve Supper, breakfast, 
and a choice of turkey or steak 
for lunch on Christmas Day. 
Also included are all taxes aY tips. 
We require a deposit of $25 .00 per person 
along wi th your reservation. 
For those who wish to join us for our 
traditional Christmas Eves upper only, 
the rate is $ 17.50 per person. 
Advance reservation only. 
SOYUZIVKA GIFT SHOP 
is open all year round. 
We offer a magnificent selection 
of gift items for Christmas 
and all other occasions. MANAGEMENT OF SOYUZivKA 

100 fly 
200 ind. medley 

Event 
50 free 

100 free 
100 back 
100 breast 
100 fly 
200 ind. m 

1:14.69 
2:46.29 

50-meter pool 

edley 

Women 
32.39 

1:10.29 
1:19.49 
1:30.09 
1:16.19 
2:49.99 

1:07.59 
2:31.79 

Men 
29.69 

1:04.49 
1:12.79 
1:21.79 
1:09.69 
2:38.49 

if you meet the above qualifications 
and are interested in represent ing 
USAAC and traveling to Ukraine for 
this his tor ic occasion, kindly write 

before J a n u a r y 1, 1991 to: Eugene 
Zyblikewycz, USAAC Swimming Di– 
rector, 11 Old Colony Lane, Marlton, 
N.J. 08053-1113; (609) 983-0621. 

Please provide: your name, address 
and telephone number; the events you 
qualify for, and best time achieved; the 
names and dates of the meets at which 
you achieved those times; the club or 
school that you swam for, and a point of 
contact for verification. 

Also, please enclose a check for S100 
as a deposit, if you are selected, the 
deposit shall be applied towards the air 
fare cost, if you are not selected, the 
deposit shall be refunded no later than 
March 15, 1991. 

in time for Christmas giving... 
SPEC1AL OFFER ON 2 BESTSELUNG T1TLES 

FROM UKRAINIAN ACADEMIC PRESS 

SAVE 20O7O 
Ukraine: A Bibliographic Guide to English-Language Publications 
Bohdan S. Wynar 

A comprehensive guide to works on Ukrainian history, literature, education, economics, 
music, religion, and sociology by a leading scholar in the field. Over 1,000 entries de– 

( scribe and evaluate books, dissertations, and important articles published in scholarly 
journals; each critical commentary, typically about 220 words, compares titles with other 
titles in the field and incorporates reviews from leading journals in Slavic studies. An 
essential reference for both home and library. 

Bohdan S. Wynar is editor of economics for the multi-volume Encyclopedia of Ukraine, 
and recipient of the American Library Association's lsadore Gilbert Mudge Citation for 
distinguished contributions to reference librarianship and publishing. 

1990 420 p. 
Regular price S85.00; W1TH SPEC1AL D1SCOUNT $68.00. 

Ukrainian Nationalism, 3rd Edition 
John A. Armstrong 
Review of previous edition: 
John Armstrong's excellent study is remarkably comprehensive. The American Slavic and 
East European Review (volume 15, 1956). 

The first two editions of this dramatic history of Ukrainian nationalists during World War 11 
were based on interviews with leading nationalists, extensive files of contemporary 
newspapers, and numerous unpublished documents. Since 1963, however, a vast body 
of German archival material has become available, as well as many newly published 
memoirs, and this material is woven into the narrative. An epilogue summarizes the 
complex trends of Ukrainian nationalism since 1945. 

John A. Armstrong is Professor Emeritus of Political Science, University of Wisconsin-
Madison, and former President of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Slavic Studies. 

ORDER FROM UKRA1N1AN ACADEM1C PRESS 

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-237-6124 (Open Monday through 
Friday ) or send your check to Ukrainian Academic Press, 
P.O. Box 3988, Englewood, Colorado 80155-3988. 

1990 290 p. 
Regular price S35.00; W1TH SPEC1AL D1SCOUNT $28.00 

RIGHT NOW IS THE TIME TO PLAN 
YOUR FUTURE! 

SENS1BLE PERSONS UKE YOU SHOULD TAKE STEPS TO ASSURE FUTURE ІNCOME 

YOU CAN ABSOLUTELY COUNT ON 
AND REPLACE THE EARN1NGS YOU HAD WH1LE BE1NG EMPLOYED. 

CALL OR WR1TE FOR FURTHER lNFORMATlON ON 

UNA FLEX1BLE PREM1UM ANNU1TY 
PAYING PRESENTLY ВУІУО TAX-DEFERRED INTEREST. 

To: Ukrainian National Association, inc. 
P.O. Box 17A, Jersey City, N J . 07303 Ш (201) 451-2200 

І would like to know more about: 
D UNA FLEX1BLE ANNU1TY 
D 1 am not a member, but would be interested in U.N.A. insurance; 

D For myself G For my family 
П 1 would also like information about 

Name 

Street or P.O. Box 

City Stated Province Zip7 postal code . 

Home Phone: ( ;...) Office Phone ( ) 

My Age: Spouse's Age: Children's Ages: 

М^Ж 
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Follow-up... 
(Continued from page 8) 

constructed stupidly, has been stealing 
from the (village) regions, instead of 
receiving true payments, the people are 
given toys: certificates, prizes, pennants, 
medals, ribbons. ...We were stripped 
and we continue to be stripped, we 
were oppressed and we are oppressed, 
we were tortured with hunger and 
continue to be tortured with hunger. 
And then there are the chemicals that 
affect our genes, the poisonous fallout 
of Chornobyl. Before the Revolution, 
Ukraine was inhabited by 37 million 
Ukrainians; today there are 35,000 less. 
How this nation did not degenerate or 
perish, only the Lord knows. 

...in suffering Ukraine, nearly half of 
the villages have no schools, more than 
a third of the existing schools are in a 
pitiful state. ... 

The most frightening thing is that on 
the fields of the kolhosps (collective 
farms) an unknown grain is growing 
and being reproduced: apathy (with a 
capital "A"). The farm hand (kolhosp 
worker) is not interested in producing 
for the master, the government, the 
state. 

it is a mistake to think that apathy is 
only a psychological state of the soul... 
it leads also to national catastrophe. 
Apathy, therefore, is a social and 
political category; and currently it is a 
determining factor. Apathetic people 
are not capable of great deeds and 
heroism. 

We walk around hungry thanks to 
such fertility in the collective farms, in 
addition we are barefoot, illyich the 
Second used to like to proclaim: "There 
will be bread, there will be song." The 
leader's prophecy did not come true. 
There is no bread, there is no song. They 
do not sing in the villages. 

...This is an axiom, if the villager lives 

poorly, no one will be fortunate. The . 
entire state is doomed to poverty. The 
villager - though not the collective 
farm worker - is the foundation of 
Ukraine. 

...During one 10-year period alone, 
1959-1969, 236,000 village settlements 
were destroyed. That is three times 
more than during the entire war. During 
the past 25 years, 43 million hectares of 
arable land and 22 million hectares of 
other agricultural land were taken out 
of circulation. We killed and butchered 
the earth with chemicals and reclama– 
tion, and through the incompetence of 
functionaries sent to the village. We 
have surrounded ourselves and the 
world with atomic smoke, caused rains 
of cesium and dew of strontium. ... 

And how is Rukh perceived in the 
village? They are afraid of Rukh in the 
village. ...They are frightened off by the 
party apparat. ...The village has a 
mistaken impression of the goals of 
Rukh. This is our colossal blunder, our 
fault, or the result of our lack of means 
of mass communication. Let us recall 
how Rukh was attacked by regional, 
oblast, party and republican news-
papers. All types of seeds, even poison 
ones, bear fruit. 

We need to conduct much educational 
work. We need preachers, strong people, 
agitators (we shouldn't be afraid of this 
misused word, let us give it new mean– 
ing). We must continually toll the bell 
and do everything possible so that the 
village hears this bell. The ideas of 
national liberation — and these are the 
heart of Rukh — must be acquired by 
the village. ... 

MYKHAILO KOSIV 
Member of the Rukh Grand Council 
Youths and the A rmed Forces 

Under the pressure of democratic 
forces, especially the Committee of 

THE 
PERFECT 

G1FT! 
Show your child 

"THE MOST BEAUTIFUL: 
PLACE 1N THE WORLD" 

A Musical Fairy Tale performed by students of the 
PRE-SCHOOL MUS1C'WORKSHOP, 1NC. ages, 2 - 5 

Share with your child the first professionally produced, 
І live-action, full-length Ukrainian videotape made in the United States.'' 

t Narrator: Slavko Nowytski Director of Photography: Dior Wolansky 
Written, produced and directed by Marta Sawycky 

vHS color 60 min. 
Ukrainian and English versions 

Only S35.00 U.S. 
(includes postage 8L handling) 

j Marta Sawycky, Pre-School Music Workshop, inc. 
P.O. Box 375, Cranford, N J . 07016 U.S.A. 

Clearly specify: Quantity, language. 

Soldiers' Mothers, the Supreme Soviet 
(of Ukraine) adopted a decision on July 
30 in accordance with which all soldiers, 
including those in the interior Ministry 
forces and employees of defense forces 
assigned to hot spots in the USSR were 
to return to Ukraine. The decision also 
dealt with rules for the fall draft. This 
decision would hardly have been made 
if mothers, carrying black-framed por– 
traits of their sons who died this year in 
the Soviet Army had not come to the 
Parliament building. These portraits 
were placed in the lobby of the Supreme 
Soviet building. You know, however, 
that none of the points of this decision 
was even implemented by the govern– 
ment of this state headed by v. A. Masol. 
And this became one of the reasons for 
the mass strikes and hunger strikes by 
students in Kiev from October 2 to 17. 
This caused the Supreme Soviet to 
adopt yet another decision regarding 
military service, in it, the parliamen– 
tary majority, acting, as they stated, on 
the demands of the true situation, 
proposed the following point: "The 
draft of Ukrainian SSR citizens for 
military service beyond the border of 
the republic should be realized only 
within bounds recognized by the Ukrai– 
nian SSR Council of Ministers as 
quotas necessary for filling the ranks of 
the Soviet army and sea fleet in order to 
guarantee strategic defense in the 
interests of the republic." 

This very point elicited acute opposi– 
tion by the hunger striking students 
during meetings with deputies and 
members of the Presidium of the Su– 
preme Soviet on October 8-9, as well as 
with the democratic minority in Parlia– 
ment. After all, the quota was un– 
known, it was unclear how long this rule 
would be in effect; and, incidentally, 
what does the phrase "strategic defense 
in the interests of the republic" mean?... 

The selflessness of the students and 
youths, their bravery and uncompro– 
mising struggle yielded success, it was 
due only to their steadfastness, support– 
ed by workers, peasants and the intelli– 
gentsia of all of Ukraine, that the 

Supreme Soviet on October 17 adopted 
a resolution "regarding demands of 
students conducting a hunger strike in 
Kiev since October 2, 1990," in which 
the second point states: "Citizens of 
Ukraine must be guaranteed the right to 
perform their military service outside 
the borders of the republic only if they 
agree to do so.... by December 31, a law 
on military service by citizens of U– 
kraine on the territory of the republic 
and a law on alternative military ser– 
vice, must be adopted. ..." 

І believe our congress must express 
sincere thanks to the students who 
conducted this hunger strike for their 
courageous struggle. ... 

Excerpts selected and translated by 
Roma Hadzewycz. 

Ukraine, Russia... 
(Continued from page 1) 

parliamentary delegations had con-
eluded, Mr. Yeltsin went outside to 
speak with picketers and then went on 
to a meeting with representatives of the 
National Council. 

Later that day, the bilateral agree– 
ment between Ukraine and Russia was 
signed by Messrs. Kravchuk and Yelt– 
sin in a ceremony held at the Mariinsky 
Palace. 

A joint statement issued on the 
occasion noted that the two republics' 
declarations of state sovereignty "open 
a new chapter in relations between them 
as sovereign states." 

According to the communique, these 
documents are "intended to establish 
the republics' real sovereignty and 
eliminate totalitarian structures, which 
are outdated. The functioning of all 
state and public institutions can only be 
effective if the declarations on sovf 
reignty and each nation's rights u 
independently decide its own path of 
development are respected. This also 
applies to the current activities of all 
organs of state power and government 
of the USSR." 

Lithuania's... 
(Continued from page 3) 

ment by a "government established by 
paratroopers" that would be willing to 
sign the new union treaty designed by 
the Kremlin to stave off the disintegra– 
tioft of the USSR. 

The president implied that the refusal 
of unnamed Western countries to defend 
the Baltic states right to observer status 
at the Paris summit meeting onNovem– 
ber 19-21 could encourage Mr. Gorba– 
chev to believe that he had a free hand in 
dealing with the Baltic states. More 

than half of the 34 members of the 
Conference on Security and Coopera– 
tion in Europe, including the United 
States, refused to challenge the Soviets 
when they moved to block Baltic ob– 
server status at the Paris conference. 

Only at the conclusion of his speech 
did President Landsbergis offer hope 
for the future, stating that a right-wing 
putsch against his government was not 
inevitable. He assured the Lithuanian 
nation that the triumph of reactionary 
forces, should it come to pass, would be 
a brief one because the Soviet empire is 
"crumbling." 

ATTENT10N READERS! 

UNA will send a CHR1STMAS CARD 
iL to Ukrainian Servicemen or Women, 

'^Sp. in USA or Canadian Armed Forces 
whose names and addresses are received on or before December 10, 1990 

from the readers of Svoboda or The Ukrainian Weekly. 

Fill in all necessary information below arid mail coupon to: 

Fraternal Activities Coordinator 
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 

30 Montgomery Street m Jersey City, N J . 0 7 3 0 2 

Please mail Christmas greetings to: 

Rank and Name: 

Service address: 
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Coupons aimed... 
(Continued from page 2) 

can also be used in place of postal orders 
— a parent might send his child a money 
order and appropriate coupons instead 
— and toward alimony payments. 

While some problems with the system 
are inevitable, Mr. Fokin said he feels, 
they can be eradicated over time by the 
establishment of a group of specialists 
that will constantly analyze the new 
trade system and make amendments 
over time. Several advocates of the new 
measure emphasized that it constituted 
the "last chance" for a balanced con– 
sumer market and the reappearance of 
goods in the stores. 

Yet, while the intentions behind the 
decree may be commendable, it appears 
to have run into difficulties from the 
outset, initially it was kept so secret by 
the government that most parliamenta– 
rians and media outlets were stunned by 
its issue. 

Robitnycha Hazeta was evidently the 
first newspaper to receive details of the 
decree, which came "like a thunder-
cloud in a clear sky." in the view of the 
newspaper's editors, the decree was 
issued in the "worst traditions of the 
stagnation period." After learning of 
the measure by chance, Robitnycha 
Hazeta had published an article titled 
"The government's quiet sensation," 
which had led to a plethora of telephone 
calls and telegrams to the newspaper 
and the Ukrainian government. „„„ 

in Parliament, there were demands 
for the abolition of the decree. The 
editors maintained that had the govern– 
ment sought the approval of the public 
first, then it would surely have been 
granted. But the unfortunate result of 
the evident secrecy has been the further 
eroding of public confidence in the 
Ukrainian government, which is al– 
;eady at a very low point. Mr. Fokin, in 
addressing Parliament, informed mem– 
bers that the government alone is 
responsible for the results of this 
measure: "if you reject it, then Parlia– 
ment must bear the responsibility." 

One member who has rejected the 
decree strongly is Deputy Chairman 
v.B. Hryniov, who heard about its 

appearance from the Kharkiv Oblast 
Soviet rather than through Parliament. 
Since the import of this document is so 
great, he declared to resounding ap– 
plause in the chamber, and it is part of 
the same economic program that the 
deputies are currently discussing, then 
the Council of Ministers "is obliged" to 
present this decree in Parliament. 

in some oblasts, according to Mr. 
Hryniov, local Soviets voted not to put 
the decree into force until November 15. 
it is thus feasible for the Parliament to 
discuss the contents at length. Mr. 
Hryniov complains that, in essence, the 
decree will reduce the payment content 
of wages and income of all strata of the 
population by up to 70 percent, while 
the savings of the population have 
basically been frozen, since they can 
now only be used to purchase goods 
worth more than 1,500 rubles. 

The decree has dealt a definitive blow 
to the rest of the consumer market, and 
if it has halted monetary speculation, he 
maintains, it will lead nevertheless to 
speculation in coupons. 

v. Lytvyn, a reporter for Robitnycha 
Hazeta, states that the six-month expe– 
riment will make life very difficult for 
the poor. Yet no measures have been 
undertaken for social protection of 
those who live from paycheck to pay-
check, even though unemployment is 
rising continually. As for the 20 kopeck 
purchases without coupons, "what can 
this buy?" Even a loaf of bread costs 
more than this amount, he points out. 

He notes sarcastically that the new 
system will result in a surplus of pocket 
change, if goods are worth one ruble, 30 
kopecks, one can pay one coupon(plus 
one ruble) and 30 kopecks; but for one 
ruble 60 kopecks one hands over two 
coupons (plus two rubles) and receives 
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40 kopecks in change. The living stan– 
dards of the population, in his view, are 
being reduced by 40 percent. 

The decree, he notes, makes no 
mention of young mothers, those be– 
longing to creative unions who live off 
honoraria, and those who receive wages 
by post from other regions, such as 
Moscow, if lost or destroyed, he points 
out, the coupons cannot be replaced. 

Clearly the measure is an act of 
desperation by the Ukrainian govern– 
ment. it also might serve as a means of 
gradually eliminating the USSR ruble 
from Ukrainian retail trade, which is the 
avowed long-term goal of the Ukrainian 
authorities. Unfortunately, the measure 
has been introduced without sufficient 
debate and a brief analysis suggests that 
the decree contains too many impon– 
derables. 

in a period when the new Ukrainian 
Constitution is the subject of prolonged 
debate, and when virtually every new 
major law has been subjected to signifi– 
cant amendments before coming into 
force, it makes little sense, crisis or no 
crisis, for the beleaguered government 
to rush the decree on the consumer 

market into effect with less than 10 days' 
notice. 

if the intention was to prevent the 
export of consumer goods from U– 
kraine, then this aim could have been 
attained much more simply with a 
decree to that effect. The introduction 
of consumer coupons appears similar to 
the issue of ration books; on the surface 
at least it enhances the image of im– 
poverishment of the population. 

For speculators, there already appear 
to be ways around this government 
roadblock. Even Mr. Fokin noted one 
such avenue: since the coupon system is 
to last only until May 1,1991, goods can 
simply be warehoused and withheld 
from the market until that time. 

Above all, there is a feeling of 
resentment among some members of 
Parliament that the government has 
acted in such a high-handed and autho– 
ritarian fashion. Most wou;d surely 
agree with the sentiments behind the 
decree; it may even be seen as a further 
manifestation of Ukraine's independent 
thinking. Unfortunately that thought 
was confined to the government rather 
than the popular representatives. ^ 
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December 3-7 

NEW YORK, N.Y.: Taras Schumy– 
lowych will participate in the art group 
show sponsored by the Composers, 
Authors and Artists of America inc., 
New York City Chapter, at the Dollar 
Dry Dock Savings Bank, 465 Grand St. 
A reception, courtesy of vice-president 
Mrs. F. Habib will be held on Wednes– 
day, December 5, at 4-7 p.m., at the bank. 

December 5 

NEW YORK, N.Y.: The Shevchenko 
Scientific Society invites the community 
to a lecture by Taras Chornovil, chief 
editor of the journal Moloda Ukraina 
(Young Ukraine) and Lviv Oblast 
deputy. Mr. Chornovil will speak on 
"Present-Day Ukraine and Perspectives 
on the Future: The Participation of 
Youth in the Rebirth of Ukraine." The 
evening begins at 7 p.m. at 63 Fourth 
Ave., between Ninth and 10th streets. For 
more information call (212) 254-5130. 

December 6 

NEW YORK: The Ukrainian institute of 
America cordially invites the public to a 
reception in celebration of the publica– 
tion of the newly released book, "The 
Hidden Nations, The People Challenge 
the Soviet Union." The authors, Dr. 
Nadia Diuk, program director at the 
National Endowment for Democracy, 
and Adrian Karatnycky, director of 
research in the AFL-СІО international 
affairs department in Washington, will 
be present at the festivities to deliver 
remarks and to autograph copies of their 
first joint venture. The evening will be 
held at the Ukrainian National institute, 
2 E. 79th St., at 6 - 8 p.m. For further 
information call (212) 982-7286. 

December 8 

NEWARK, N.J.: The Mother's Club of 
шшшшштттттвштмшштттшяшшвштш 

PREVIEW OF EVENTS 
St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic 
School is sponsoring a St. Nicholas 
Program, featuring a skit by St. John's 
students, in the school gym, 762 Sanford 
Ave. St. Nicholas' office will be open on 
Saturday morning, 9-9:30 a.m. and 11 
a.m. - noon, but only one package per 
recipient will be accepted. 

NEW YORK, N.Y.: The Ukrainian 
Patriarchal Society invites the commu– 
nity to a lecture by ivan Hrechko, head of 
the Freedom of Conscience Commission 
of the Lviv branch of Rukh, co-editor of 
the periodical vira Batkiv and a leading 
community activist in western Ukraine. 
Mr. Hrechko will speak on the "Current 
Position of the Greek-Catholic Church in 
Ukraine." The evening begins at 5 p.m. at 
63 Fourth Ave., between Ninth and 10th 
streets Coffee will follow the presenta– 
tion. 
December 9 

NEWARK, N J.: The Newark branch of 
Plast invites the community to its annual 
Christmas bazaar at St. John's Ukrainian 
Catholic Church, 719 Sanford Ave. 
Featured items will be wheat and poppy 
seeds for making kutia, honey, Christmas 
cards and sweets, as well as children's 
handicrafts and tree decorations. Call 
(201) 371-4903 for more details. 

CH1CAGO: The Chicago Chapter of the 
Ukrainian Philatelic and Numismatic 
Society will hold a single day non-
competitive philatelic exhibition in the 
parish hall of Ss. volodymyr and Olha 
Ukrainian Catholic Parish, 2245 W. 
Superior (corner of Oakley). Exhibition 
hours are 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. Admission is 
free. The show will honor the historic 
July 16, 1990, Declaration of Ukrainian 
Sovereignty with a special U.S. Postal 
Service cancellation featuring a map of 
Ukraine. 
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ER1E, Pa.: Branch 116 of the Ukrainian 
National Women's League of America 
will sponsor a St. Nicholas Program at 
the Mercyhurst Preparatory School 
Cafateria, East Grandview Boulevard, 
beginning at 3 p.m. Featured performers 
include the students of the Ukrainian 
School of Erie, under the direction of 
Helen Lucas. Also included in the 
program will be Christmas caroling, 
poetry, a skit and a short history of the 
traditions surrounding St. Nicholas. 
Admission is free but donations are wel– 
come. For further information call (814) 
825-2336. 

YONKERS, N.Y.: The local branch of 
the Women's Association for the Defense 
of Four Freedoms for Ukraine will hold 
an art exhibit at St. Michael's Ukrainian 
Catholic Church hall at 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
The exhibit will feature works of 
contemporary artists from Ukraine, 
Ukrainian embroidery, ceramics, 
children's books, tapes, blouses and 
shirts, arts and crafts, baked goods and 
coffee. Proceeds will help the needy in 
Ukraine. For more information call 
Oksana Makarenko, (914) 969-4054. 

NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Museum 
will hold a workshop on the making of 
traditional Ukrainian Christmas tree 
ornaments such as spiders, cradles, stars, 
mobiles and garlands made from beads, 
walnut shells, colored ribbons and paper. 
The course is open to children and adults. 
The fee is S10 for adults and S8.50 for 
seniors and students over age 12; mem– 
bers receive a 15 percent discount. To 
register call (212) 228-0110. 

SlLvER SPR1NG, Md.: Ridna Shkola 
of Washington will host a St. Nicholas 
Party at St. Andrew's Ukrainian Ortho– 
dox Church Hall, 15100 New Hampshire 
Ave. Lunch will be served at 12:30 -1:30 
p.m. and the program will start at 2 p.m. 

SCRANTON, Pa.: A celebration of 
Ukrainian customs and traditions will be 
featured in a program "A Ukrainian 
Christmas: St. Nicholas visits the Chil– 
dren" at the Anthracite Heritage Mu– 
seum, McDade Park, at 2-4 p.m. The 
afternoon's entertainment, jointly spon– 
sored by the museum and the Ukrainian 
Heritage Council of Northeastern Penn– 
sylvania, will include the Ukrainian Folk 
Ensemble Kazka as well as a visit by St. 
Nicholas, dressed in traditional vest– 
ments, who will present each child under 
age 13 with an old-fashioned Christmas 
treat. Refreshments will be served. 
Seating is limited and reservations are 
required. Advance tickets may be pur-
chased at the museum or from Heritage 
Council members. Admission is 52.50 for 
adults and Si for children age 12 and 
under. Show date for the program is 
December 16. Contact the Anthracite 
Heritage Museum, (717) 963-4804, for 
more details. 

PARMA, Ohio: The Senior Chapter of 
the Ukrainian Orthodox League of St. 
viadimir's Ukrainian Orthodox Cathe– 
dral will hold its annual Christmas craft 
fair in the parish center immediately 
following the 8:30 a.m. divine liturgy, 
until 4 p.m. For more information call 
(216) 885-1509 or (216) 886-1528. 

ROCKY RivER, Ohio: Ohio Boychoir 
will appear in a special holiday concert at 
Rocky River Presbyterian Church, be– 
ginning at 7:30 p.m. The program will 
include four vesnianky and "Shchedryk" 
(all sung in Ukrainian) as well as selec– 
tions from Mozart's Masses, Benjamin 

PREviEW OF EvENTS, a listing of Ukrainian community events open 
to the public, is a service provided free of charge by The Ukrainian Weekly to 
the Ukrainian community. To have an event listed in this column, please send 
information (type of event, date, time, place, admission, sponsor, etc.), -
typed and in the English language - along with the phone number of a person 
who may be reached durng daytime hours for additional information, to: 
Preview of Events, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, 
N.J. 07302. 

Britten's "A Ceremony of Carols" and 
Christmas favorites from around the 
world. Concerts are free but donations 
are welcome and will be used to defray 
the costs of the choir's up-coming con-
cert tour to Ukraine. 

December 13 

TORONTO: John H. Dirks, dean of 
medicine at the University of Toronto, 
will speak on "The Future of the Chil– 
dren of Chornobyl" as part of the 
William Kurelek Memorial Lectures. 
The evening begins at 8 p.m. at the Hart 
House Theatre, University of Toronto. 
The lectures are presented by the Cana– 
dian Heritage Lectures Society with the 
assistance of the University of Toronto, 
Chair of Ukrainian Studies Foundation 
and the Ukrainian Professional and 
Business Club of Toronto. 

December 14 

NEW YORK: Cellist Maria Tchaikov– 
ska, with Juliana Osinchuk at the piano, 
will make her debut recital in Weill Hall 
at Carnegie Hall as part of the Music at 
the institute Series sponsored by the 
Ukrainian institute of America. The 
concert begins at 8 p.m. Call irene 
Stecura, (212) 860-3891 for more infor– 
mation. 

December 15 

BROOKLYN, Ohio: Ohio Boychoir will 
appear in a holiday concert at the 
Brooklyn Christian and Missionary 
Alliance, at 7 p.m. The program will 
include four vesnianky and "Shchedryk" 
(all sung in Ukrainian) as well as 
selections from Mozart's Masses, 
Benjamin Britten's "A Ceremony of 
Carols" and Christmas favorites from 
around the world. Concerts are free but 
donations are welcome and will be used 
to defray the costs of the choir's up-
coming concert tour in Ukraine. For 
more details call (216) 884-6507. 

December 16 

SASKATOON, Sask.: The 11th annual 
Christmas Sing featuring Ukrainian, 
German and English carols, will be held 
at the Ukrainian Museum of Canada, 910 
Spadina Crescent E., beginning at 2:30 
p.m. Special Christmas refreshments will 
be served and an exhibit of Ukrainian 
Christmas Traditions and the Perma– 
nent Gallery will be open for public 
viewing. Admission is S2 at the door. For 
further information contact Albert Kach– 
kowski, public relations director, (306) 
244-3800. 

NEWARK, N.J.: St. John's Mothers' 
Club will sponsor a Christmas Bazaar, 
art sale, raffle and coffee hour, beginning 
at 9 a.m. in the church hall, 719 Sanford 
Ave. Featured will be upper and lower 
class choirs of St. John the Baptist . 
Ukrainian Catholic School and a tradi– ! 
tional "vertep." 

CANF1ELD, Ohio: Ohio Boychoir will ' 
appear in a holiday concert at St. 
Michael Church, at 7 p.m. The program 1 
will include four vesnianky and 
"Shchedryk" (all sung in Ukrainian) as 
well as selections from Mozart's Masses, 
Benjamin Britten's "A Ceremony of 
Carols" and Christmas favorites from 
around the world. Concerts are free but 
donations are welcome and will be used 
to defray the costs of the choir's up-
coming concert tour in Ukraine. For 
more information call (216) 884-6507. 




